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1/ Spiritual Knowledge
Through Kr,l}a
The aim of this Kr�IJ.a consciousness movement is
to bring all living entities back to their original con
sciousness. All living entities within the material
world are, to varying degrees, afflicted with a type
of madness. This Kr�IJ.a consciousness movement aims
at curing man of his material disease and reestablish
ing his original consciousness. In a Bengali poem a
great V ai�J;Java poet has written, "When a man is
haunted by ghosts, he can only speak nonsense.
Similarly, anyone who is under the influence of mate
rial nature should be considered haunted, and what
ever he speaks should be considered nonsense." One
may be considered

a

great philosopher or great

scientist, but if he is haunted by the ghost of miiyii,
illusion,

whatever he theorizes and whatever he

speaks is more or less nonsensical. Today we are
given the example of a psychiatrist who, when re
quested to examine a murderer, proclaimed that
since all the patients with whom he had come in
contact were more or less crazy, the court could ex
cuse the murderer on those grounds if it so desired.
The point is that in the material world it is very
difficult to find a sane living entity. The prevailing
atmosphere of insanity in this world is all caused by
the infection of material consciousness.
The purpose of this Hare Kr�IJ.a movement is to
bring man back to his original consciousness, which
is Kr�IJ.a consciousness, clear consciousness. When
I
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water falls from the clouds, it is uncontaminated like
distilled water, but as soon as it touches the ground

it becomes muddy and discolored. Similarly, we are

originally pure spirit soul, part and parcel of Kr�l).a,

and therefore our original constitutional position is

as pure as God's. In Bhagavad-gita SrT Kr�l).a says:
mamaivamso jiva-loke
jiva-bhiitaJ.t sanatanaJ.t
manaJ.t §U§thiinindriyari
prakrti-sthani kar§ati

"The living entities in this conditional world are My

fragmental parts, and they are eternal. But due to
conditioned life, they are struggling very hard with

the six senses, which include the mind." (Bg. 15. 7)

Thus all living entities are part and parcel of

Kr�l).a. By Kr�l).a it should always be remembered

that we are speaking of God, Kr�l).a denoting the all

attractive Supreme Personality of Godhead. As a

fragment of gold is qualitatively the same as a gold
reservoir, so the minute particles of Kr�l).a's body

are therefore qualitatively as good as Kr�JJ.a. The

chemical composition of God's body and the eternal
spiritual b6dy of the living entity is the same

spiritual. Thus originally, in our uncontaminated

condition, we possessed a form as good as God's,

but just as rain falls to the ground, so we come in

contact with this material world, which is manipu
lated by the external material energy of Kr�l).a.

When we speak of external energy or material

nature, the question may be raised, "Whose energy?

Whose nature?" Material energy or nature is not

I
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active independently. Such a concept is fooli'sh. In
Bhagavad-gitii it is clearly stated that material nature
does not work independently. When a foolish man
sees a machine he may think that it is working auto
matically, but actually it is not-there is a driver,�
someone in control, although we sometimes cannot
see

the controller behind the machine due to our

defective vision. There are many electronic mecha
nisms which work very wonderfully, but behind these
intricate systems there is a scientist who pushes the

button. This is very simple to understand: since a
muchine is matter, it cannot work on its own accord
but must work under spiritual direction. A tape re
corder works, but it works according to the plans

and under the direction of a living entity, a human
being. The machine is complete, but unless it is
manipulated by a spirit soul, it cannot work. Simi

larly, we should understand that this cosmic mani
festation which we call nature is a great machine and
that behind this machine there is God, Kr�IJa. This is
also affirmed in Bhagavad-gitii where Kr�IJa says:
mayiidhyak§erza prakrt*
siiyate sa-cariicaram
hetuniinena kaunteya
jagad viparivartate
"This material nature is working under My direction,

0 son of Kunti, producing all the moving and un
moving beings, and by its rule this manifestation is
created and annihilated again and again." (Bg. 9.10)
There are two kinds of entities-the moving (such
as

human beings, animals and insects) and non-

4
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moving (such as trees and mountains). Kr�qa says

that material nature, which controls both kinds of

entities, is acting under His direction. Thus behind
everything there is a supreme controller. Modern

civilization does not understand this due to lack of

knowledge; it is the purpose of this Society for Kr�qa

Consciousness, therefore, to enlighten all people who

have been maddened by the influence of the three

modes of material nature. In other words, our aim is

to awaken mankind to its normal condition.

There are many universities, especially i.n the

United States, and many departments of knowledge,

but they are not discussing these points. Where is the

department for this knowledge that we find given by
Sri K_r�qa in Bhagavad-gitii? When I spoke before
students
and some faculty members at the
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, the first

question raised was: "Where is the technological de

partment which is investigating the difference be

man,
tween a dead man and a living man?" When a man
dies, something is lost. Where is the technology to

replace it? Mly don't scientists try to solve this

problem? Because this is a very difficult subject

matter, they set it aside and busily engage in the
technology of eating, sleeping, mating and defend

ing. However, Vedic literatures inform us that this is

animal technology. Animals are also trying their hest

to eat well, to have an enjoyable sex life, to sleep
peacefully, and to defend themselves. What then .is

the difference between man's knowledge and ani

mals' knowledge? The fact is that man's knowledge
should be developed to explore that difference be

tween a living man and a dead man, a living body and
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a dead body. That spiritual knowledge was imparted
by Kf�l}a to Arjuna in the beginning of Bhagavad-gitii.
Being a friend of Kf�l}a's, Arjuna was a very intelli
gent man, but his knowledge, as all men's, was
limited. Kf�l}a spoke, however, of subject matters
which were beyond Arjuna's finite knowledge. These
subjects are called adhok�aja because our direct per
ception by which we acquire material knowledge
fails to approach them. For example, we have many
powerful microscopes to see what we cannot see
with our limited vision, but there is no microscope
that can show us the soul within the body. Neverthe
less, the soul is there.

Bhagavad-gitii informs us that in this body there is
a

proprietor. I am the proprietor, and others are the

proprietors of their bodies. I say, "My hand," but
not "I hand." Since it is "my hand," I am different
from the hand, being its owner. Similarly, we speak
of

"

M y eye,'; "My leg," "My this," "My that." In

the midst of all of these objects which belong to me,
where am I? The search for the answer to this ques
tion is the process of meditation. In real meditation,
we ask, "Where am I? What am I?" We cannot find
the answers to these questions by any material effort,
and because of this aU the universities are setting
these questions aside. They say, "It is too difficult
a subject." Or they brush it aside: "It is irrelevant."
Thus engineers direct their attention to creating and
attempting to perfect the horseless carriage and wing
less bird. Formerly, horses were drawing carriages
and there was no air pollution, but now there are
cars and rockets, and the scientists are very proud.
"We have invented horseless carriages and wingless
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birds," they boast. Although they invent imitation
wings for the airplane or rocket, they cannot invent
a soulless body. When they are able to .actually do
this, they will deserve credit. But such an attempt
would necessarily be frustrated, for we know that
there is no machine that can work without a spirit
soul behind it. Even the most complicated computers
" need trained men to handle them. Similarly, we
should know that this great machine, which is known
as the cqsmic manifestation, is manipulated by a
supreme spirit. That is Kr�l)a. Scientists are searching
for the ultimate cause or the ultimate controller of
this material universe and are postulating different
theories and proposals, but the real means for knowl, edge is very easy and perfect: we need only hear
from the perfect person, Kr�l)a. By accepting the
knowledge imparted in Bhagavad-gitii, anyone can
immediately know that this great cosmic machine, of
which the earth is a part, is working so wonderfully
because there is a driver behind it-Kr�l)a.
Our process of knowledge is very easy. Kr�l)a's in-

"

struction, -Bhagavad-gitii, is the principal book of
.; knowledge

1'

given by the iidi-puru§a Himself, the

Supreme Primeval Person, the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. He is indeed the perfect person.Jt may
be argued that although we have accepted Him as a
perfect person, there are many others who do not.
But one should not think that this acceptance is
whimsical; He is accepted as the perfect person on
the evidence of many authorities. We do not accept
Kr�l)a as perfect simply on the basis of our whims or
sentiments. No-Kr�l)a is accepted as God by many

·L,.. '
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Vedic authorities like Vyasadeva, the author of all
Vedic literatures. The treasurehouse of knowledge is
contained in the Vedas, and their author, Vyasadeva,
accepts Kr�IJ.a as the Supreme Personality of God
head, and Vyasadeva's spiritual master, Narada, also
accepts Kr�IJ.a as such. Narada's spiritual master,
Brahma, accepts Kr�IJ.a not only as the Supreme
Person but the supreme controller as well-isvarafl
parama� kfft]a�: "The supreme controller is Kr§J>a."
There is no one in the creation who can claim that
he is not controlled. Everyone, regardless of how
important or powerful, has a controller over his head.
Kw}a, however, has no controller; therefore He is
God. He is the controller of everyone, but there is
no one superior to Him, no one to control Him; nor
is there anyone equal to Him, no one to share His
platform of absolute control. This may sound very
strange, for there are many so-called gods nowadays.
Indeed, g ods have become very cheap, being especial
ly imported from India. People in other countries are
fortunate that gods are not manufactured there, but
in India gods are manufactured practically every day.
We often hear that God is coming to Los Angeles or
New York and that people are gathering to receive
Him, etc. But Kr�IJ.a is not the type of God manu
factured in a mystic factory. No. He was not made
God, but He is God.
We should know then on the basis of authority
that behind this gigantic material nature, the cosmic
manifestation, there is God-Kr�IJ.a-and that He is
accepted by all Vedic authorities. Acceptance of
authority is not new for us; everyone accepts authori-

8
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ty in some form or another. For education we go to
a teacher or to

a

school or simply learn from our

father and mother. They are all authorities, and our
nature is to learn from them. In our childhood we
asked, "Father, what is this?" and father would say,
"This is a pen," "These are spectacles," or "This is a
table." In this way from the very beginnings of life a
child learns from his father and mother. He learns
the names of things and the basic relations of one
thing to another by questioning his parents. A good

father and mother never cheat when their son in

quires from them; they give exact and correct infor
mation. Similarly, if we get spiritual information
from an authority and if the authority is _not a
cheater, then our knowledge is perfect. If we attempt
to reach conclusions by dint of our own speculative
powers, however, we are subject to fall into error.
The process of induction, by which, reasoning from
particular facts or individual cases, one can arrive at
a general conclusion, is never a perfect process. Be
cause we are limited and our experience is limited, it
will always remain imperfect.
If we receive information from the perfect source,
Kr�qa, and if we repeat that information, then what
we are speaking can also be accepted as perfect and
authoritative. The process of

paramparii

or disciplic

succession is this very process of hearing from Kr�qa
or from authorities who have accepted Kr�qa and
repeating exactly what they have said. In

gitii

Bhagavad

Kr�qa recommends this process of knowledge:

evarh paramparii-priiptam
imam rajar�ayo vidu�
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"This supreme science was thus received through the
chain of disciplic succession, and the saintly kings
understood it in that way." (Bg. 4.2)
Formerly knowledge was passed down by great
saintly kings who were the authorities. In previous
ages, however, these kings were r§is- great learned
scholars and devotees-and because they were not
ordinary men the government which they headed
worked very nicely. There are many instances in
Vedic civilization of kings who attained perfection

as devotees of God. For example, Dhruva Maharaja
went to the forest to search out God and by practice

of severe penance and austerity found God within
six months. Although he was only a five-year-old
prince with a very delicate body, he was successful
because he followed the directions of his spiritual
master, Narada. The first month Dhruva Maharaja
Wll8

in the forest, he simply ate some fruits and

vegetables once every three days and drank a little
water every six days. He finally restricted his inhala

tion of air and stood for six months on one leg only.

After he executed these severe austerities for half a
year, God became manifest before him, eye to eye.

It is not necessary for us to practice such severe
austerities, but simply by following in the footsteps
of Vedic authorities we also can see God eye to eye.
This vision of God is the perfection of life.
The

Kr�qa consciousness process

is based on

austerity, but it is not very difficult. There are re
strictions governing eating and sex life (only prasii

dam, food first offered to Kr�qa, is taken, and sex is
restricted to married life), and there are other regu
lations which facilitate and foster spiritual realization.

10
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It is not possible in these days to imitate Dhruva
Maharaja, but by following certain basic Vedic prin

ciples, we can make advancement in spiritual con

sciousness, Kr�IJ.a consciousness. As we advance, we
become perfect in knowledge. What is the use in be

coming a scientist or a philosopher if

we

cannot say

what our next life will be? A realized student of
Kr�IJ.a consciousness can very easily say what his next

life is, what God is, what the living entity is and what

his relationship with God is. His knowledge is perfect
because it is coming from perfect books of knowledge

such as Bhagavad-gitii and Srimad-Bhiigavatam.

This, then, is the process of Kr�IJ.a consciousness. It

is very easy, and anyone can adopt it and make his

life perfect. If someone says, "I'm not educated at

all, and I cannot read books ," he is still not disquali

fied. He can still perfect his life by simply chanting

the mahamantra:

Hare Kr�r;1a, Hare Kr�IJ.a, Kr�IJ.a

Kr�IJ.a, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama

Rama, Hare Hare. Kr�qa has given us a tongue and

two ears, and we may be surprised to know that

,,

il l•
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Kr�IJ.a is realized through the ears and tongue, not

through the eyes. By hearing His message, we learn to
control the tongue, and after the tongue is controlled,

the other senses follow. Of all the senses, the tongue

is the most voracious and difficult to control, but it

can be controlled simply by chanting Hare Kr�IJ.a
and tasting Kr�qa prasiidam, food offered to Kr�qa.

We cannot understand Kr�IJ.a by sensual perception
or by speculation. It is not possible, for Kr�IJ.a is so
great that He is beyond our sensual range. But He can
be understood by surrender. Kr�IJ.a therefore recom

mends this process:

Spiritual Knowledge Through Kr�Qa
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sarva-dharmiin parityajya

miim ekarh sarar-am vraja

aharh tviirh sarva-piipebhyo
mok�ay�yiimi mii suca�

"Give up all varieties of religiousness, and just sur
render unto Me; and in return I shall protect you
from all sinful reactions. Therefore, you have noth

ing to fear." (Bg. 18.66)
Unfortunately, our disease is that we are rebel
lious-we automatically resist authority. Yet although
wo say that we don't want authority, nature is so

strong th a t it forces authority upon us. We are forced
to accept the authority of nature. What can be more
pathetic than a man who claims to answer to no
authority but who follows his senses blindly wherever

t hey lead him? Our false claim to independence is
simply foolishness. We are all under authority, yet
wo

any that we don't want authority. This is called

maya, illusion. We do, however, have a certain inde
pendence-we can choose to be under the authority
of our senses or the authority of Kr�qa. The best and
ultimate authority is Kr�qa, for He is our eternal
well-wisher, and He always speaks for our benefit.
Since we have to accept some authority, why not
accept His? Simply by hearing of His glories from

Bhagavad-gTta and Srimad-Bhiigavatam and by chant

i n g His names- Hare Kr�qa- we can swiftly perfect
our lives.

·
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2/ Getting Out

the Material Mire
Our subject matter is most sublime: the glorifica

tion of the holy name of God. This subj ect was
discussed

by

Maharaja

Gosvami, who noted that

Parik�it
a

and

Sukadeva

briihmarw, who was very

fallen and addicted to all kinds of sinful activities,

was saved simply by chanting the holy names of

KwJa. This is found in the Sixth Canto of Srimad

/Jhligavatam, an epic work by Vyasadeva describing

the pasti mes of Lord Kwp and elaborating on the
phil os ophy of "Kfgta consciousness.

In the Fifth Canto of Srimad-Bhiigavatam, the

universal planetary systems are very fully explained.
Within the universe there are lower, middle and

higher planetary systems. Actually, not only the
IJhtigavatam

but

all

religious

scriptures contain

descriptions of hellish or lower planetary systems

and heavenly or higher systems. Srimad-Bhiigavatam

gives evidence of where these planets are and indicates
how far they are from this planet, just as astronomers
have

calculated

heavenly

bodies

Bhiigavatam

how
are

far

the

moon

from earth.

and other

Similarly,

the

contains descriptions of the various

planets.
Even

on

this planet

we experience

different

climatic conditions. In temperate countries such as
Lhe United States, the climate is different from that

of a tropical country like India. Just as there are
13
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environmental differences on this planet, there are

other planets which have far different atmospheres

and environments. After hearing a description of such

planets from Sukadeva Gosvami, Parik�it Maharaja

said:

adhuneha mahii-bhiiga yathaiva narakiin nara[l
niinograyiitaniin neyiit tan me vyiikhyiitum arhasi
"Sir,

I have heard from you about the hellish

planets. Men who are very sinful are sent to those
planets." (Bhiig. 6.1.6)

Parik�it Maharaja was a Vai�:t;1ava (devotee), and

a Vai�:t;1ava always feels

distress.

For

instance,

compassion

when

Lord

for others '

Jesus Christ

appeared, he was greatly aggrieved by the miserable

conditions of the people. Regardless of the country

or sect to which they belong, all Vai�:t;1avas or

devotees-any people who are God conscious or
Kr�l}a conscious-are thus compassionate. Therefore

to blaspheme a Vai�:t;1ava, a preacher of God's glories,
is a great offense.

Kr�l}a never tolerates offenses committed at the

lotus feet of a pure Vai�:t;1ava. A V ai�:t;1ava, however,
is always ready to forgive such offenses. Krpiimbudhi:
A Vai�:t;1ava is an ocean of mercy. Viiiicii-kalpa-taru:

Everyone has desires, but a Vai�:t;1ava can fulfill all

desires. Kalpa-taru refers to a tree in the spiritual

world which is called a wish-fulfilling tree. In this'

material world a particular type of fruit can only be
gotten

from

a particular type of tree,

but in
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Kr�J;taloka, as well as in all the other planets in the
Hpiritual sky, all the trees are spiritual and will
yield whatever one desires. That is described in the

/Jrahma-samhita (cintiimari prakara-sadmasu kalpa

vrk�a). A pure V ai�J;tava

IS

compared to such a wish

fulfilling tree, for he can bestow a matchless gift
u pon a sincere disciple-Kr�qa consciousness.

A

V ai�J;tava is addressed as maha-bhiiga, which

means "fortunate." One who becomes a V aigtava

und is God conscious is understood to be greatly
fortunate.

Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu, the chief

exponent
�xponent of Kr�qa consciousness in this age, has
t:xplained that the living entities in various planetary
explained
Rystems all over the universe are rotating in different
species of life. A living entity can go wherever he
likes-to

heaven or to hell-simply by preparing

himself for either place. There are many heavenly
planets, many hellish planets, and many species of

l ife. Padma Purara estimates the species of life to

be 3,400,000, and the living entity is rotating or
wandering through these species and creating bodies
according to his mentality in his present life. "As you
HOW,

so shall you reap," is the law that governs here.

Caitanya Mahaprabhu says that out of these number

less living entities who are transmigrating in the
material world, one may be fortunate enough to
I ake

to Kr�qa consciousness. Kr�qa consciousness is

heing distributed freely everywhere, yet not everyone
lakes to it, especially in this age of Kali. Because of
l h is, Srimad-Bhagavatam characterizes people in the

uge

of

Kali

as unfortunate.

Therefore Caitanya

16
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Mahaprabhu says that only those who are fortunate

take to this Kr�I].a consciousness and thus attain a

pleasant and blissful life of knowledge.

It is the duty of a Vai�l)ava to go from door to

door to try to get unfortunate people to accept

good fortune. A Vai�l)ava thinks, "How can these
people be delivered from their hellish life?" That

was also Maharaja Parik�it's inquiry. "Sir," he said,

"you have described that because of one's sinful

activities he is put into a hellish condition of life

or in a hellish planetary system. Now, what are the

methods by which such a person can be saved?"
This is a very important question. When a Vai�l)ava

comes, when God Himself comes, or when God's

sons or His very confidential devotees come, their
only mission is to save sinful men who are suffering.

They have knowledge of how to do this. When .
Prahlada Maharaja met Lord Nrsimhadeva, he said:

naivodvije para duratyaya-vaitararytis
tvadvirya-gtiyana-mahtimrta-magna-cittafi,
soce tato vimukha-cetasa indriytirtha
miiyii-sukhtiya bharam udvahato vimfil}.htin
(Bhtig. 7.9.43)
"My dear Lord," Prahlada began, "I am not very
anxious for my own deliverance." At this point we

may contrast this attitude with that of the Mayavadi
philosophers who are very careful that their persomil
salvation is never interrupted. They often think, "If

I go to preach and associate with others, I may fall
down, and my realization will be finished." There-
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fore they do not come forward to preach. Only the
Vai�l')avas come, even at the risk of falldown-but

Lhey do not fall down. A V ai�l')ava is even willing to

go to hell to deliver conditioned souls. This is also
PrahUida Maharaja's mission. He went on to say:

"I am not very anxious about living in this material

world. I have no anxiety for myself because somehow

or other I have been trained to be Kr�qa conscious

always." Because Prahlada was Kr�qa conscious, he·

was confident that in his next life he was going to
Kr�qa. It is stated in Bhagavad-gita that if one
•xecutes the regulated principles of Kr�qa conscious

ness

carefully, it is certain that he will reach the

supreme

destination

in

his

next

life.

Prahlada

Maharaja continues: "There is only one source of

anxiety for me. I am anxious for those who are not

Kr�qa conscious. For myself I have no anx�ety, but

I am thinking of them." And why aren't people
Kr�qa conscious? Maya-sukhaya bharam udvahato

vimiil)han.

The

rascals

have

created a

civilization for temporary happiness.

humbug

Maya-sukhaya. Actually this is a fact. We have

succeeded in creating a humbug civilization. Every

year so many cars are being manufactured, and for
that purpose so many roads have to be excavated,

prepared and repaired. This creates problems after

problems, and therefore it is maya-sukhaya, illusory

happiness. We are trying to manufacture some way to

Le happy, but we only succeed in creating other·

problems. The United States has the world's largest
ll,

number

of

cars,

but that

does not solve any

problems. We have manufactured cars to help solve
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the problems of life, but we often experience that
this also creates other problems. Once we create
cars, we must travel thirty or forty miles just to meet
our friends or go to a doctor. W e can even go from
New York to Boston in less than an hour by plane,
but it takes even longer than that just to get to the
airport. This situation is called

miiyii-sukhiiya. Miiyii

means false, illusory. We try to create a very comfor
table situation, but we only succeed in creating
another uncomfortable situation. This is the way of
the material world; if we are not satisfied by the
Il.atural comforts offered by God and nature, and
we want to create artificial comforts, then we have
to create discomfort also. Most people, ignorant of
this fact, think that they are creating a very com-

•1

fortable situation, but in actuality they end up
traveling fifty miles to go to the office to earn a

·

livelihood and fifty miles to come back.
Due to such conditions, Prahlada Maharaja says
that these

vimu!lhas,

materialistic persons,

have

unnecessarily burdened themselves simply for tem
porary happiness.

udvahato.

Vimu!lhiin, miiyii-sukhiiya bharam

Therefore

in

Vedic

civilization

it is

recommended that one free himself from material
life, take

sannyiisa,

the renounced order, and execute

devotional service with no anxiety.
The taking of the renounced order, however, is
not always necessary. If one can execute Kr�l).�
consciousness in family life, that is also recom- 1
mended. Although Bhaktivinoda Thakura was a family
man and magistrate, he still executed devotional
service

most

excellently.

Dhruva

Maharaja

and
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Prahlada Maharaja were also grhasthas, householders,
but they trained themselves in such a way that even
as householders they were not faced with interrup
tions in their service. Therefore Prahlada Maharaja
said, "I have learned the art of always remaining in

KwJ.a consciousness." What is that art? Tvad-vzrya

giiyana-mahiimrta-magna-citta�:

simply

glorifying

the victorious activities and pastimes of the Lord.

The word virya means "very heroic." By reading
Srimad-Bhiigavatam, we can come to understand
that Kr�qa's activities, His fame, His associates and
�v�rything else about Him are all heroic. In this
connection, Prahlada Maharaja said: "I am certain
that wherever I go, I can glorify Your heroic activities
and be saved. There is no question of my falling
down, but I am simply anxious for those who have
created a type of civilization in which they are
always busy working hard. I am thinking of them."
Prahlada further says:

priiyer-a deva munaya� sva-vimukti-kiimii
maunarii caranti vijane na parartha-ni§_tha�
naitiin vihiiya krpar-iin vimumuk§a eko
niinyarh tvadasya sarar-am bhramato 'nupasye
"My dear Lord, there are many saintly persons and
sages who are very interested in their own liberation.
They live in solitary places like the Himalayan
mountains, they do not talk to anyone, and they
are always afraid of mixing with ordinary people in
the cities and becoming disturbed or maybe even
falling

down.

They

think,

'Better

let me save
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myself.' I regret that these great saintly persons do
not come to the cities where people have manufac
tured a civilization based on constant hard work
Such saints are not very compassionate, but I am
anxious for these fallen people who are unnecessarily
working so hard simply for the gratification of the
senses;" (Bhiig.

7.9.44)

Even if there were some point in working that
hard, such people do not know what it is. All they
know is the sex urge and the brothels that gratify
this urge. However, Prahlada Maharaja has compas
for such people: naitiin vihiiya krpm;tiin
vimumuk§a eko. "My Lord, I do not need salvation

sion

alone. Unless I take all these fools with me, I shall
not go." Thus he refused to go into the kingdom of
God without taking all the fallen souls with him

is a Vai�l}ava. Niinyarh tvadasya sara!l.arh
bhramato 'nupasye: "I simply want to teach them
This

how to surrender unto You. That's all. That is my
goal."
Surrender is thus emphasized because a V ai�l}ava
knows that as soon as he surrenders, the path is clear.

naivodvije para duratyaya-vaitara!l.yiis
tvad-virya-gii yana-mahiimrta-magna-citta[!.
"Somehow or other, let them all bow down before
Kr�qa.'' This is a very simple method. All one has to
do is bow down before Kr�qa with faith and say, "My
Lord Kr�qa, I was forgetful of You for so long, for so
many lives. Now I have come to consciousness of
You. Please accept me." That is all. If one simply
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learns this technique and sincerely surrenders him

self to the Lord, his path is immediately opened.

This is the aim of a real Vai�l)ava.

A Vai�l)ava is always thinking about how the fallen

11

conditioned souls can be delivered and is always in

volved in making plans to do so. The Gosvamis, the

chief disciples of Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu, were
such Vai�l)avas, and were thus described by Srinivasa
Acarya:

niinii-siistra-vicararzaika-nipurzau sad-dharma
samsthiipakau
lokiiniirh hitakiirirzau tribhuvane miinyau
sararzyakarau

riidhii-knTJa-padiira vinda-b hajaniinande na
mattiilikau

vande rupa-saniitanau raghuyugau sri-fiva
gopiilakau

"The six G<;'svam1s-Sn Sanatana Gosvam1, Sri Rupa
Sri Raghunatha BhaHa Gosvam1, Sri

Gosvami,

Raghunatha Dasa Gosvami, Sri }iva Gosvami and Sri

Gopala BhaHa Gosvam'i-are very expert in scrutini

zingly studying all the revealed scriptures with the

purpose of establishing eternal religious principles for
the benefit of all human beings. They are always

0,

absorbed in the mood of the gopfs and are engaged

in the transcendental loving service of Radha and
Kr�11a."
With

similar

V ai�l)ava

compassion,

Par'ik�it

Maharaja told Sukadeva Gosvami: "You have just de

p

scribed the different types of hellish life. Now, tell
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me how those who are suffering can be delivered.

Kindly explain this to me." Adhuneha mahii-bhiiga

yathaiva narakiin naraft niinograyiitaniin neyiit tan

me. The word naraft refers to human beings, or those

who are fallen. Narakiin naraft niinograyiitaniin neyiit

tan me: "How can they be delivered. from their
fierce miseries and horrible pains?" That is typical of

''"
"'

how or other they have fallen down to a hellish

life, but that does not mean that they should remain

.,11
'"

a Vai�J).ava heart. Maharaja Parik�it also said, "Some

J

in

that

condition.

There

must

be

some

means by which they can be delivered, so kindly ex
plain those means."

"' Sukadeva Gosvami replied:

na ced ihaiviipacitirh yathiirhhasaft
krtasya kuryiin mana-ukti-piirzibhift
dhruvarh sa vai pretya narakiin upaiti
ye kirtitii me bhavatas tigma-yiitaniift

11:::::

:!iii1::

' """'

"Yes, I have already described various hellish condi-

tions typical of a severe and painful life. The point is

that one has to counteract such a life." (Bhiig. 6.1.7)

How can this be done? There are various ways in

which sinful activities can be committed. One is by

the mind. If a person thinks of committing some

sinful activity and thus makes a plan-"1 shall kill

that man"-that is also considered to be sinful. When

the mind is thinking, feeling and willing, then there is

action. In certain areas of the United States, a dog

owner is responsible according to law if his dog barks
at someone passing on the road. Although the· dog
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simply barks, the owner is held responsible. The dog
is not responsible because it is an animal, but because
the owner of the animal has made the dog his best
friend, he is responsible by law. Similarly, just as the
barking of a dog may be considered unlawful, offen
sive speech may also be considered sinful, for it is
just like barking. The point is that sinful activities
can be committed in so many ways-one may think

of them, or one may speak sinfully, or one may

actually commit a sin. In any case, they are all con
sidered sinful activities. Dhruvarh

sa vai pretya

narakiin upaiti: One has to suffer punishment for

such activities.

People do not believe in a next life because they
want to avoid botheration and punishment, but the

next life cannot be avoided. It is a well known fact

that we must act according to law, or we will be
punished. If one commits criminal activities, the
state will punish him. Sometimes, however, a crimi
nal may escape punishment by the state, but this is

not the case with God's law. One can cheat others,
commit theft and hide, thereby saving himself from

the punishment of the state, but one cannot save
himself from the superior law, the law of nature. It
is very difficult because there are many witnesses:
the daylight is witness, the moonlight is witness, and
Kr�q.a is the supreme witness. Thus one cannot say,
"I am committing this sin, but no one can see me."
Kr�q.a is the supreme witness sitting within the heart,
and He not only notes what one is thinking and
doing, but He also gives the living entity facility. If
one wants to do something in order to satisfy his
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senses, Kp�I].a gives all facility. This is stated in

Bhagavad-gitii. Sarvasya ciiham hrdi sanniv�_ta}_l: "I
am sitting in everyone's heart." Matta}_l smrtir jniinam
apohanam ca: "From Me come remembrance, knowl
edge and forgetfulness."
In this way Kr�l}a gives us a chance. If we wanl
Kr�IJ.a, He will give us a chance to have Him, and if
.,,.,,

we don't want Kr�I].a, He will give us a chance to for
get Him. If we want to enjoy life forgetting Kr�I].a,
forgetting God, Kr�I].a will give us all facility so that

' 'I I I

l lj

we can forget, but if we want to enjoy life in Kr�I].a
consciousness, Kr�J].a will give us the chance to make
progress. That is up to us. If we think that we can be
happy without Kr�I].a consciousness, Kr�I].a does not
object to that. Yathecchasi tathii kuru. After advising
Arjuna, He simply said, "Now I have explained every
thing to you. Whatever you desire, you can do."
Arjuna replied immediately, kari�ye vacanam tava:
"Now I shall execute Your order." That is Kr�l}a
conscwusness.
God does not interfere with our tiny indepen

.::11111'"

dence. If we want to act according to the order of
God, then He will help us. Even if one falls down
sometimes, if one becomes sincere, thinking, "From
this time I shall remain Kr�I].a conscious and execute
His orders," then Kr�I].a will help him. In all respects,
even if one falls down, he will be excused and given
more intelligence. This intelligence will say, "Don't
do this. Now go on with your duty." But if one
wants to forget Kr�I].a, if he wants to become happy
without Kr�I].a, the Lord will give so many chances
to enable him to forget Him life after life.

,
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Parik�it Maharaja said: "It is not that if I say there

is no God that there will be no God or that I will

not be responsible for what I do." The atheists deny

God due to their sinful activities. If they thought

that there were a God, they would shudder at the
thought of punishment; therefore they deny His

existence. When rabbits are attacked by larger ani

mals, they close their eyes and think, "I am not going

to be killed," but they are killed anyway. Similarly,
we may deny the existence of God and His laws, but

still

God and

His laws are there.

In

the high

court, one may say, "I don't care for the law of the

government," but he will be ·forced to accept the

government law. If one denies the state law, he will

be put into prison and duly punished. Similarly, one
may foolishly decry the existence of God by various

means ("There is no God," or "I am God"), but

ultimately one is responsible for all his actions, both
good and bad.

According to the law of karma, or the law govern

ing activities, if we act properly and perform pious

activities, we are awarded by good fortune, and if we

act sinfully we have to suffer. Therefore Sukadeva
Gosvami says:

tasmat puraivasv iha papa-ni§krtau
yateta mrtyor avipadyatatmana
do§asya dntva guru-laghavarh yatha
bhi§ak cikitseta rujarh nidana-vit
"You should know that you are responsible, and,
nccording to the gravity of your sins, you should
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accept some type of atonement as described in the

siistras or scriptures. "(Bhag. 6.1.8)

Just as doctors are sought when one is diseased,

according to the Vedic. way of life there is a class of

briihmaflaS to whom one should go for prescribed

atonement for sinful activities. There are different

types of atonement. If a person commits a sin and
counteracts it by penance, that is atonement. There

''·Ill

are examples of this in the Christian Bible. Sukadeva

says that one has to execute the prescribed atone

' l r1 1

ment according to the gravity of his sinful activities.

A physician may prescribe an expensive medicine or

a cheap medicine according to the gravity of the dis

ease. For a headache, he may simply prescribe an

aspirin, but if there is some severe illness he may

prescribe a surgical operation which will cost thou�
sands of dollars. Similarly, sinful activities are dis•

eases, so one should follow the prescribed cures to
become healthy.

By accepting the chain of birth and death, the

soul accepts a diseased condition. The soul is not

iii::.:

subject to birth, death or disease because it is pure
spirit. In
birth

Bhagavad-gitii Kr�IJ.a says that a soul has no
(na jiiyate) and that it has no death (mriyate)
.

na jiiyate mriyate vii kadiicin
nayarit bhiitvii bhavitii vii na bhiiya[l
ajo nitya{t siisvato 'yam puriif�-O
na hanyate hanyamiine sarire
"For the soul there is never birth or death. Nor, hav

ing once been, does he ever cease to be. He is ur:1born,

'
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eternal, ever-existing, undying and primeval. He is not
Hlain when the body is slain." (Bg. 2.20)
Modern civilization is in dire need of an educa
tional system to give people instructions on what
happens after death. In actuality the present educa
tional system is most defective because unless one
knows what happens after death, one dies like an
animal. An animal does not know that he is subject
to death or that he is going to have to take another
body. Human life, however, should be more elevated.
One should not simply be interested in the animalis
tic functions of eating,

sleeping, defending and

mating. A living entity may have an abundant supply
of food for eating, or many nice buildings for sleep
ing, or good arrangements for sex life, or a good de
fense to protect him, but this does not mean that he
is a human being. A civilization which is based on
these activities should be known to be animalistic.
ince animals are also interested in these functions,
what is the difference between human life and animal
life if a human being does not go beyond them?
The distinction can be made when a human being
Lecomes inquisitive and asks, "Why have I been put
into this miserable condition? Is there any remedy for
it? Is there perpetual eternal life? I do not want to
die, nor do I want to suffer. I want to live very
l l u ppily and peacefully. Is there a chance for this?
What is the method or science by which this can be
nchieved?" When these questions are asked, and
Mlcps are taken to answer them, our human civiliza1 ion

is the result. If the questions never arise, then

that civilization should be known as animalistic.
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Animals and animalistic human beings are simply
interested in continuing the process of eating, sleep
ing, mating and defending, but in actuality this pro
cess is forced to break down. The fact is that there
is no real defense because no one can protect himself
from

the

hands

of

cruel

death.

For

instance,

Hiral).yakasipu, who wanted to live forever, under
went severe austerities, but he was foiled in the end
by the Lord Himself in the form of a lion-man,
Nrsimhadeva, who killed HiraJ).yakasipu with His
claws. So-called scientists are now claiming that some
time in the future we shall stop death by scientific
methods, but this is simply another crazy utterance.
Stopping death is not at all possible. We may make
great advancements in scientific knowledge, but there
is no scientific solution to the fourfold miseries of
birth, death, old age and disease.
One who is intelligent should be eager to solve
these four principal problems-birth, death, old age
and disease. No one wants to die, but there is no
remedy.

Everyone

has to die.

Everyone is very

anxious to stop the skyrocketing increase of popula
tion by employing contraceptive methods, but still
birth is going on. There is no stoppage of death, and
there is no stoppage of birth. Nor can diseases be
stopped, nor can old age, despite all of the latest in
ventions in medicine.
One might think that he has solved all the problems
of his life, but where is the solution to these four
problems of birth, death, old age and disease? That
solution is Kr�J).a consciousness. Every one of us is
giving up his body at every moment, and the last
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phase of giving up this body is called death. But
Kr�rp also says:

janma karma ca me divyam
evam yo vetti tattvataft
tyaktva deham punar janma
naiti miim eti so 'rjuna
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My
appearance and activities does not, upon leaving the

body, ta�e his birth again in this material world, but

attains My eternal abode, 0 Arjuna." (Bg. 4. 9)
What happens to such a person? Mam eti-He
returns to Kr�qa. If we are to go to Kr�qa, we must
prepare a spiritual body. That preparation is the
process of Kr�qa consciousness. If one keeps himself
in Kr�qa consciousness, he gradually prepares his
next body, a spiritual body, which will carry him
immediately to Kr�qaloka, Kr�qa's abode, and he
will become happy living there perpetually and
blissfully.

3/ Learning to Love
Contamination from sinful activity requires pro
portionate atonement. That is the prescription of the
scriptures.

S ukadeva Gosvami says that if one

accepts

atonement before death, in his next life he will not
fall down. If he does not atone, he will carry with
him the resultant reactions of his sinful activities and
will have to suffer. According to law, if a man kills
someone he must himself be killed. The idea of a life
for a life is not a very new concept but can be found
in the Manu-samhitii, the Vedic lawbook for man
kind, where it is stated that when a king hangs the
murderer, the murderer is actually benefited, for if
he is not killed, he will carry the reaction for his
murder and will have to suffer in so many ways.
The laws of nature are very subtle and are very
diligently administered, although people do not know
i L. In the Manu-samhitii the concept of a life for a
life is sanctioned, and it is actually observed through
out the world. Similarly, there are other laws which
Hlate that one cannot even kill an ant without being
I'Csponsible. Since we canno
' t create, we have' no
l'ight to kill any living entity, and therefore man
made laws that distinguish between killing a man and
killing an animal are imperfect. Although there are
imperfections in man-made laws, there cannot be de
fects in the laws of God. According to the laws of
God, killing an animal is as punishable as killing a
rnnn.

Those who draw distinctions between the two
31
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are concocting their own laws. Even in the Ten
Commandments it is prescribed, "Thou shall not
kill." This is a perfect law, but by discriminating and
speculating men distort it. "I shall not kill man, but
I shall kill animals." In this way people cheat them
selves and inflict suffering on themselves and others.
In aryy case, however, God's laws will not excuse such
behavior.
Everyone is God's creature, although in different
bodies or dresses. God is considered the one supreme
father. A father may have many children, and some
may be intelligent and others not very intelligent,
but if an intelligent son tells his father, "My brother
is not very intelligent; let me kill him," will the
father agree? Simply because one son is not very
intelligent and the other desires to kill him to avoid
the burden, the father will never agree. Similarly, if
God is the supreme father, why should He sanction
the killing of animals who are also His sons? In
Bhagavad-gitii

God

declares

to

Arjuna that all

8,400,000 species of living entities are His sons."And

I am their seed-giving father," the Lord says. Just as
in ordinary material procreation the father gives the
seed and the mother develops the body by supplying
the necessary blood to the embryo, similarly, the
living entities, parts and parcels of the supreme father,
are impregnated by the Lord in material nature.
The dimension of the spirit soul is very minute and
is given in the scriptures as k e siig ra

-

one ten thou·

sandth the portion of the tip of a hair. We can hardly
imagine a very small point divided into thousands of
parts. In other words, it is so minute that it cannot
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be perceived even by the most powerful microscope.
Thus the dimension of the spiritual spark is so minute
that it is invisible to mundane vision. All of this in
formation is given in the scriptures, but because we
do not have the proper vision, we cannot see. Al
though our material eyes cannot perceive the dimen
sion of the soul, the soul is nonetheless within the
body, and as soon as it departs, it takes another body
according to its work.
One should always consider that behind all these
activities is superior superintendence. The living en
tity works in the material world just as the office
worker works at his job, and a service record is kept
of his performance. The living entity does not know
what the opinion of his superior is, but his service
record is kept in the office nonetheless, and according to his activities he is awarded promotion or
increment of pay, or sometimes he may be demoted
or even fired. Similarly, for all our activities there
are witnesses; therefore it is said in the scriptures that
the living entities are under superior supervision and
that they are rewarded and punished according to
their work. Now we have human bodies, but in the
next life we may not have them; we may have something else, better or lower. The type of body is decided by the living entity's superiors. Generally the
living entity does not know the science of how the
Hpirit soul transmigrates from one body to another.
The spirit soul transmigrates even in the duration
y

of one life as the body changes. When the body is
first manifest in the womb of the mother, it is very
i!mall, just like a pea, and it gradually develops nine
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holes-two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, one mouth,
one genital, and one rectum. In this way the body
develops, and as long as it needs to develop within
the mother's womb, it remains there. .When it is
sufficiently developed to go outside, it comes out
and grows. Growth entails changing of the body.
This change cannot be understood because it is im
perceivable to the living entity. In childhood we had
small bodies which now no longer exist; therefore it
can be said that we have changed our bodies. Simi
larly, because of the nature of material things, we
have to change this body when it ceases to work.
Every material thing deteriorates, and like a broken
machine or an old piece of cloth the body becomes
useless after a certain length of time.
Although this process of growth is always taking
place, the educational system in modern universities,
though considered advanced, unfortunately does not
deal with this. Actually there is no education without
spiritual knowledge. One can learn to earn bread, eat,
sleep and mate without a formal education. Animals
are not educated-they are not technicians, and they
have no university degrees-but they are also eating,
sleeping, mating and defending. If the educational
system simply teaches these processes, it does not
deserve the name of education. Real education en
ables us to understand what we are. As long as man
does not develop his consciousness by understand
ing the truth of the self, all of his actions will be
performed in the mode of ignorance. A human life
is meant for victory over the laws of material nature.
Actually, we are all trying to attain that victory in
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order to counteract the onslaught of material nature.
The ultimate victory is to conquer birth, death, dis
ease and old age, but we have neglected this impor
tant point.
If the educational system dealt with the proper
utilization of what God is supplying, it would im
prove. All the fruits and grains we eat are given by
God, who supplies food to all living entities. In

Snmad-Bhiigavatam it is stated, jivo jivasya jivanam:
"One living entity is food for another." (Bhiig.

1.13.47) Animals without hands are food for animals
with hands, such as ourselves. Animals with no legs
are food for animals with four legs. Grass is a living
entity, but it has no legs with which to move, and
thus it is eaten by cows and other animals. Such non
moving entities are food for moving animals, and in
this way the world is in a constant struggle between
exploiters arid exploited. The weaker is ex ploited by
the stronger; this is nature's law. Traditionally,
V aigtavas, or devotees of Kr�':la, do not eat meat.

This is not just for the sake of vegetarianism, but for
the furtherance of God consciousness. In order to
become God conscious, one must follow some rules
and regulations. Of course one has to eat, but the
proposal is that one should eat remnants of foodstuffs
that are offered to Kr�':la. This is also the philosophy
of

Bhagavad-gTtii, wherein Kr�':la says:

patram pu�pam phalam toyam
yo me bhaktyii prayacchati
tad aham bhakty-upahrtam
asniimi prayatiitmanafl
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"If one offers Me with love and devotion a leaf, a
flower, fruit or water, I will accept it." (Bg. 9.26)
It is not that Kr�I}a is hungry and is begging food
from us. The purpose of this offering is to create a
loving

transaction. KwJ.a wants this transaction:·

"You love Me, and I'll love you." As God, Kp�I].a's
energy creates and sustains everything, so why should
He beg a leaf, a fruit and a little water from us? He
will be very pleased, however, if we offer Him a
piece of fruit, a leaf and water with love, saying,
"Kr�I}a, I am so poor that I cannot secure anything.
I have secured this fruit and a leaf. Kindly accept
them." Such an offering would make Kr�I}a very
glad. If He eats what we offer, our life will be
successful, for we will actually make friends with
Kr�I].a.

Fruit, flowers and water can be secured

practically in any part of the world by any man, poor
or rich, and can be offered. We should rememberthen
that it is not vegetarianism which is important, nor
is it that God is in need of anything. The important
point is that we simply have to try to learn how to
love Kr�I].a.
Love begins with this give and take. We give some
thing to our lover, he gives something to us, and in
this way love develops. When we create any loving
transaction with any boy or girl, man or woman, we
give and take. Thus Kr�I}a is teaching us how to give
and take. Kr�I}a is begging us: "Try to love Me.
Learn how to love Me. Offer something to Me."
"Sir," we may say, "I have nothing to give You."
"Oh, you cannot collect a piece of fruit, a flower,
a leaf or a little water?"
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"Oh yes, why not? Anyone can collect this."
This, then, is the method of Krsna consciousness
which allows one to make friends with Kr�IJ.a. We
can enter into any number of relationships with
Kr�IJ.a. We can become a direct servant of Kr�IJ.a, or in
the highest stages we can become Kr�IJ.a's father,
mother or lover. Kr�IJ.a is prepared to establish a
loving relationship with all living entities. In actuality
this relationship is already there because He is the
supreme father and we are His parts and parcels.
Because the son is part of the body of the father, the
relationship between them cannot be broken; it may
be forgotten for some time, but as soon as one re
cognizes his father or son, immediately affection
develops. Similarly, we are eternally related to Kr�IJ.a,
but at the present moment this relationship is simply
forgotten or suppressed. Consequently,we think that
we have no relationship with Kr�IJ.a, but this is not a
fact. Because we are integral with Him, because we
are part and parcel of Him, our relationship with
Him is eternal. That relationship simply has to be
revived, and that revival is this process of Kr�IJ.a con
sciOusness.
At present we are under the sway of a different
consciousness. One person is thinking that he is
Indian, another is thinking that he is American, and
someone else is thinking, "I am this," or "I am that."
In this way we create so many artificial identities,
but our actual identity should be, "I am Kr�IJ.a's."
When we think in this way, we are thinking in Kr�IJ.a
consciousness. Only in this way can universal love
among all living entities be established. Kr�IJ.a is re-
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lated to everyone as eternal father, and consequently
when we establish a Kr�qa conscious relationship,
we become related to everyone. When one marries,
he automatically establishes a relationship with the
spouse's family. Similarly, if we reestablish <;>ur ori
ginal relationship with Kr�qa, we will establish our
true relationship with everyone else. That is the
ground for real universal love. Universal love is artifi
cial and cannot endure unless we establish our rela
tionship with the center. One is American if he is
born in America, and thus other Americans become
members of his family, but if he is born elsewhere, he
has no relationship with Americans. On the mundane
platform all relationships are relative. Our relation
ship with Kr�qa, however, is eternal and not subject
to time and circumstance. When we reestablish our
relationship with Kr�qa, the questions of universal
brotherhood, .justice, peace and prosperity will be
answered. There is no possibility of realizing these
higher ideals without Kr�qa. If the central point is
missing, how can there be brotherhood and peace?
In Bhagavad-gitii the peace formula is clearly given.
We have to understand that Kr�qa is the only enjoyer.
The consciousness of this is developed .in a Kr�qa
conscious temple where the central point of all
activities is Kr�l).a. All cooking is carried on for
Kr�qa, not for one's own purposes. Ultimately we
shall eat the prasiidam (offered food), but when we
cook we should think that we are cooking for Kr�qa
and not for ourselves. When the members of a temple
go into the streets, they do not do so for their own
sake but to distribute Kr�qa conscious literatures in
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order to make people aware of Kr�rya's presence. All

monies acquired are spent for Kr�rya, in spreading His
message in so many ways. Such a style of life, in

which everything is done for Kr�rya, promotes the
development of Kr�rya consciousness within the living

entity.

Our activities may remain the same; we

simply have to understand that we are acting for

Kr�rya and not for our personal satisfaction. In this

way we can come to our original consciousness and

be happy. Unless one is established in his original

consciousness, which is Kr�rya consciousness, he is

certain to be crazy to some degree. Everyone who is

not Kr�rya conscious is to be considered crazy because

he exists on a platform which is temporary and
transient. Since we as living entities are eternal,

temporary activities are not our concern. Our engage

ments should be eternal because we are eternal, and
that eternal engagement is the rendering of service
to Kr�rya in love.

Kr��a is the supreme eternal, and we are subordi

nate eternals. Kr�rya is the supreme living entity, and
we are subordinate living entities. The finger is part

and parcel of the total body, and its eternal function

is to serve the body. Indeed, that is the very purpose
for the finger, and if it cannot serve the whole body,

it is diseased or useless. Similarly, as part and parcel
we have to serve Kr�rya and be subordinate to Him

because as the supreme father He supplies all our

necessities. Such a life of subordination to Kr�rya is a
normal life and is a life of actual liberation. Those

who try to deny Kr�rya and live outside of any rela
tionship to Him are actually leading a sinful life.
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Sukadeva Gosvami and Maharaja Parik9it discussed -

this subject, and Parik9it Maharaja was anxious to
know how the conditioned souls could be saved from

their

hellish

lives. It is the natural desire of a

Vai9J)ava to save suffering humanity. Generally others

do not care whether people suffer or not, but a
Vai9J)ava, a devotee of the Lord, is always thinking

of how to alleviate the fallen condition of the

�·-

people. Christians believe that through His crucifixion

Lord Jesus Christ assimilated all the sinful activities

of the world's people. A devotee of the Lord is always

thinking of how to assimilate the sufferings of others.

A similar devotee was Vasudeva Datta, who was

Lord Caitanya's associate. He told the Lord: "Now

that You have come, kindly deliver all people on

this earth and take them to V aikuJ)tha, the spiritual

world. And if You think that they are so sinful that

they cannot be delivered, please transfer all their

sins unto me. I shall suffer for them." This is a

Vai9J)ava's mercy. However, it is not that Jesus Christ

or Vasudeva Datta should make a contract for our

sins and that we should go on committing them,

for this is a most heinous proposal. A Vai�l)ava or

devotee may suffer for all humanity, but the human

race or a particular devotee's disciples should not

take advantage of this facility and continue to commit

sins. One should, rather, realize that since Lord Jesus
Christ or Vasudeva Datta suffered for him, he should
stop committing sins.

Factually everyone is responsible for his own sin

ful activities. Therefore Sukadeva Gosvami recom
mends, tasmiit puraiviisv iha piipa-ni�krtau: In order
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to free oneself from all the reactions of sinful activi
ties, as long as one is embodied, he should atone.
Yateta mrtyor avipadyatiitmanii do�asya dr�(vil guru

liighavam yathii bhi�ak cikitseta rujiirh nidiina-vit.
According to one's sinful activities, he should accept
a program of atonement. As mentioned before, there
are different atonements for different sinful activi

ties. In any case, before death one should perform
atonement so that he does not carry sinful activities
into his next life and have to suffer then. If some
atonement for our sinful activities is not performed,
nature will not excuse us. We will have to suffer the
effects of our sins in the next life. Such bondage to
one's material activities is called karma-bandhanaiJ,.

yajiiiirthiit karmarw 'nyatra
loko 'yam karma-bandhanafl
tad-artham karma kaunteya
mukta-sahgaft samiicara
"Work done as a sacrifice for Vi�l)U has to be per
formed, otherwise work binds one to this material
world. Therefore, 0 son of Kunti, perform your
prescribed duties for His satisfaction, and in that
way you will always remain unattached and free
from bondage." (Bg. 3. 9)
One may kill an animal to enjoy eating it, but
he will be bound by such an action. Thus in one's
next life he will become a cow or a goat, and the cow
or goat will become a man and eat him. This is the
Vedic statement, and as with all Vedic statements,
one may believe it or not. Unfortunately, at present
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people are educated in such a way that they do not
believe in the next life. Indeed, it seems that the
more "educated" one becomes, the less he believes
in God, in God's law, in the next life and in sinful
and pious

activities.

Thus

modern

education

is

simply preparing men to become animals. If there is
no education to teach a human being what he is and
whether or not he is this body, he remains no better
than an ass. An ass also thinks, "I am this body," as
do other animals. Thus if a man thinks in the same

f

..•.

way, how is he different from any other animal?

Snmad-Bhiigavatam states:

yasyiitma-buddhift kurtape tridhiituke
sva-dhl{l kalatriidifiu bhauma ijyadhl{l
yat firtha-buddhift salile na karhicij
jane�v abhijne�u sa eva gokharaft
"For one who accepts the body-which is made of
three elements-as his self, who has an affinity for
intimate bodily relationships with his wife and
children, who considers his land worshipable and

..

who accepts the waters of holy places of pilgrimage
but does not take advantage of the knowledge of the
saintly persons there, is to be considered to be in
illusion and

no

better

than an ass or a cow."

(Bhiig. 10.84.13) According to Ayur Veda, the

material

body

is

composed

of

three elements,

kapha- pitta-viitaift-mucus, bile and air. Within the

body there is complex machinery which transforms
food into liquid. There are so many complicated
bodily processes going on, but what do we know of
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them? We say, "This is my body," but what do we
know about this body? Some people even claim,
"I am God," but they do not even know what is
going on within their own bodies.
The body is a bag of stool, urine, blood and bones.
If one believes that intelligence comes out of stool,
urine, blood and bones, he is a fool. Can we create
intelligence

by

mixing

stool,

urine,

bones and

blood? Nonetheless people still think, "I am this
body." Therefore the scriptures say that whoever
accepts this body as the self and accepts the bodily
relations of wife, children and family as his own, is
illusioned. The word kalatra means wife, and adi
means beginning. Because a man feels alone, he
accepts a wife, and immediately there are children
and then grandchildren. In this way there is expan
sion. Strz means "that which expands," so kalatradi�u
means "expansions of the self," beginning from the
wife. The word bhauma refers to the land of one's
birth,

which

the

ignorant consider worshipable

(ijyadhT/;l). People are willing to give up their lives for
the land where they were born, but they do not
know that land, body, wife, children, country and
society really have nothing to do with them. We are
spirit soul (aharh brahmasmi). This is realization of
knowledge, and when we come to this point of
knowledge, we become happy.

brahma-bhutafl, prasannatma
na socati na kank$ati
samafl, sarve�u bhute�u
mad-bhaktirh labhate param
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"He who is transcendentally situated at once realizes
the Supreme Brahman. He never laments nor desires

anything. He is equally disposed to all the living

entities, and in that state he achieves pure devotional

service unto Me." (Bg.

becomes jolly

18.54) One immediately
(prasanniitmii ) when he comes to

understand "I am spirit soul. I am Brahman. I am not

this matter." The sign of this joy is that one no

longer feels hankering and lamentation. Within this

world everyone is subject to lamentation for that

which is lost and hankering for that which must be

gained, but real gain is to understand oneself and to

know one's own identity.

As long as we maintain the bodily conception of

life, we have to abide by the laws of material nature

as well as the laws of the state and all other laws.
Thus this body is called conditional, because it is
subject to different conditions. There are varieties of

conditions, and regardless of the condition to which

we are subjected, we are responsible. If we do not

atone for sinful activities committed while in this
body, we will have to suffer in the next body
because we will get another body according to karma
(yam yam viipi smaran bhiivam tyajaty ante kalevaram).

That is nature's law. Sukadeva Gosvami therefore

recommends that one undergo atonement according

to the gravity of his sinful activities. One must follow

the methods of atonement prescribed in the

otherwise there is no rescue.

siistras,

Parik�it Maharaja, who was very intelligent, said,

"By atonement one can become free from sinful

activity, but suppose a man has committed murder

and then is killed-the sinful reaction of his murder
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is thus neutralized, but it is not guaranteed that in
his

next life he '11 not kill another man." Thus

Parik�it Maharaja noted that after atoning, people

commit the same sins again. If a man is diseased, the
physician may give him medicine and cure him, but

it does not guarantee that he will not be attacked

again by the same disease. Venereal diseases are
often contacted again and again, despite cures, and

a thief may steal again and again, despite being
repeatedly

being thrown

into jail. Why is this?

Therefore Parik�it Maharaja noted that although

atonement may be good for counteracting sinful
activities already committed, it does not prevent

those sins from being committed again. Everyone

can see that a man who commits murder is punished,

but seeing this is not enough to deter one from kill

ing. In every scripture and in every lawbook man is

warned not to kill, yet no one is concerned with

these laws. What is the remedy for this? Dr�ta
srutiibhyiim yat piipam. By practical experience and
by hearing from authorities, everyone knows what

sinful activity is, and no one can say, "I do not know

what sin is." What is the value of atonement if one

commits the same sin again and again after atoning?

Kvacin nivartate 'bhadriit kvacic carati tat puna�
priiyascittam ato 'piirtham manye kuiijara-saucavat
(Bhiig. 6.1. 9). When one is being punished, he thinks,

"What a mistake I have made! I shall not commit this

sin anymore." But as soon as he is out of danger, he

again commits the same sin.

Habit is second nature; it is very difficult to

break.Svii yadi kriyate riijii/ tat kim niiiniity upiinaham

(Hitopadesa):

One may seat a

dog

on a royal
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throne, but as soon as he sees a shoe, he will
immediately jump down and run after it simply
because he is a dog. The canine qualities are there,
and they cannot be changed simply by putting the
dog on a throne. Similarly, we have acquired material
qualities by associating with the three modes of
material nature sattva gurza, rajo gurza and tamo
-

gurza-and our habits are formed by association with
these three qualities, which are the qualities of
goodness, passion and ignorance. If, however, we
disassociate ourselves from the three

modes of

material nature, our real spiritual nature is invoked.
That is the process of Kr�l}a consciousness. If one is
Kr�l}a conscious, there is no chance of his associating
with the three modes of material nature, and when
one is conscious of Kr�Q.a, one's spiritual nature is
automatically invoked. That is the secret. Those who
seriously

follow the process of

Kr�l}a conscious

ness, though previously habituated to many un
desirable things, are able to stay on a platform where
there is no material contamination simply by virtue
of practicing Kr�l}a consciousness.
Thus Kr�l}a consciousness is an excellent medicine.
Unless one comes to awareness of Kr�l}a, the habits
he forms in association with the three modes of
material nature will continue, and he will not be
able to change them. If one actually wants freedom
from the repetition of birth and death, he must come
to Kr�l}a consciousness. In Bhagavad-g"ltii Lord KnQ.a
says:

miirh ca yo 'vyabhiciirelJa
bhakti-yogena sevate
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sa guriin sama(ityaitiin
brahma-bhuyiiya kalpate

"One who engages in full devotional service, who
does not fall down in any circumstance, at once
transcends the modes of material nature and thus
comes to the level of Brahman." (Bg. 14.26)
The Kr�va consciousness process does not recom
mend this atonement or that atonement. One can go
on experimenting by atoning, but the diseases of the
soul will remain unless one comes to the platform of
rendering devotional service in love and purifying
his. life.

4 /Learning Tapasya,
Self-Control
If one does not come to Kr�l).a consciousness, he

may be relieved for the time being from the reactions
of sinful activities, but he will again commit trans

gressions. Therefore Parik�it Maharaja said: kvacin
nivartate

'bhadriit

kvacic

carati

tat

puna�

priiyascittam ato 'piirtham: "Repetitive sinning and

atoning seem to me like nothing but a waste of

time." He gave the example of an elephant which

cleanses his body thoroughly in a lake or reservoir,

but as soon as he comes onto shore he takes dust and

throws it all over his body and immediately becomes

dirty again. Thus Parik�it Maharaja said that although
one may cleans� himself in the process of atone

ment, if he again commits the same sinful acts, what

is the use? Therefore the second question put by
Parik�it

Maharaja

important:

to

Sukadeva Gosvami is very

How can one ultimately become free

from all contamination brought about by the material
modes of nature? If one cannot achieve liberation,
what is the use of atone�ent?

In answer, Sukadeva Gosvami said that merely

counteracting karma,

fruitive activities, by other

activities cannot bring one's miseries to a final end.

For example, the United Nations is attempting to

establish peace in the world, but they cannot stop

war. War breaks out again and again. After the First

World War statesmen and diplomats manufactured
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the League of Nations. Then the Second World War
came, and now they have devised the United Nations,

but war is still going on. The actual goal is to stop

war, but that cannot be done. By one action war is

created, and by another action war is stopped for the

time being, but again at the next opportunity there·

is another war. The cycle of sinful activities and

atonement is like that. What we actually want is to

be free from suffering and war, but that does not

happen.

Sukadeva Gosvami said that one kind of war

causes a disturbance, and another kind of war stops

it for some time, but that is not the ultimate solution -

to the problem. Sukadeva states that these troubles

happen

Avidvat

due

to

means

ignorance:

"lack

of

avidvad-adhikiiritviit .

knowledge." Avidvat

adhikiiritviit priiyascittam vimarsanam. Real atone

ment is performed in knowledge. Why is there fight
ing and why are there miseries? Unless these "why"
questions,

L

which

in the

Vedas

are called Kena

Upani�ad, arise in one's mind, one is not fulfilling

the

proper

function

of

his

human

life.

These

questions must arise: "Why am I suffering? Where

from

have I come? What is

my

constitutional

position? Where shall I go after death? Why am I put

into a miserable form of life? Why
- are there birth,
death, old age and disease?"
,
How can these questions be solved? Sukadeva

Gosvami says: niisnataf!, path yam eviinnam vyiidhayo

'bhibhavanti
k�emaya

hi/

kalpate.

evam

niyamak_rd

riijan

sanai/l

If one wants to actually stop

diseased life, he must follow a regulative principle.
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If a person does not follow the program given by a
physician to cure his disease, he cannot be cured.

Similarly, if one does not think or act wisely, ·as

Vedic knowledge prescribes, how can he stop the

problems of life? Simply by atonement there may

be a temporary suppression of �fficulties, but they
will arise again.

Sukadeva Gosvami says that in material or sinful

life we act in a way in which we are forced to

commit sins and suffer as a result. This is so, and if

we

want

to

stop

this

cycle

of

suffering

and

victimization, we have to advance in knowledge.

Ordinary people, or· karmis, are fruitive actors who

work all day and night to get some enjoyable results
and then again suffer. Thus the problems of such

karmis are never solved. It is suggested therefore

that one elevate. himself to the platform of knowl

edge as prescribed in Srimad-Bhagavatam. The first
necessity

is tapasya,

or acceptance of austerity.

If a doctor advises a diabetic patient not to eat but

to starve for some days, although no one likes to

starve, the patient must voluntarily accept starvation
if he wants to be cured. This is tapasya: voluntary

acceptance of a miserable condition. The ability to

do this is good, and human life is meant for that
purpose. Indeed, Vedic culture prescribes tapasya,

and one can see many tapasvis undergoing austerities

in India. In the winter they stand in water up to

their necks and meditate. Standing in water during

severe

cold

is

not very comfortable, but they

voluntarily do it. In the summer they also ignite

fires all around themselves and sit down in the
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midst of the blazes and meditate. These are examples
of severe tapasya undertaken by many ascetics in
India.
Some tapasya is certainly required. W ithout it,
one can not advance in spiritual life or knowledge.
If we simply engage in the animal propensities of
eating, sleeping, mating and defending, not accepting
. ....,

J

r

the tapasya process, human life is a failure. If one
wants

to

become

an initiated

member

of

our

Kr�qa consciousness society, we first of all ask him
to undergo tapasya. In the Western countries espe
cially it is a great tapasya to give up illicit sex life,
intoxication, meat-eating and gambling. Although
we require only these austerities, it is very difficult

"!

,�#

I

,...,

;t,
�

·"

to observe them. In England, a wealthy aristocrat
inquired from a Vai�J;tava Godbrother:

"Svamiji,

can you make me a briihmm;w?" The Svamiji replied,
"Yes, why not? You just have to observe these four
principles-no illicit sex, intoxication, gambling and
meat-eating."

"Impossible," the Britisher replied.

Yes, it is impossible, for in Europe or in America
self-indulgence is the way of life from the very
beginning. Indian gentlemen often come to the West
to learn these indulgences, and they think themselves
to be thus advancing. Indians are automatically
taught

tapasya through their Vedic culture, but

they come to America to forget that culture and
accept another type of life. The real fact is, however,
that if one wants to advance in spiritual understand
ing and solve all the problems of life, he must accept
this life of tapasya-austerity and restriction.
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Restriction is for human beings, not for animals.

We

encounter

restrictions daily in our common

dealings. We cannot drive a car on the left or run a
red light without risking apprehension by the law.

If a dog, however, walks on the left side of the

street or crosses against a

red light,

it is not

punished because it is an animal. The law therefore
makes distinctions between human beings and ani

mals because human beings supposedly have advanced
consciousness. If we do not follow rules and regula

tions, we again lapse into animalism. Apparently
propaganda is being made celebrating freedom as

opposed to a regulated life, but one who sees things

as they are can understand that freedom from all

restriction is animal life. Therefore Sukadeva Gosvami
recommends tapasya.

If we want actual freedom

from the problems of life, we have to accept a life of

austerity. Bondage to material life is the only other

alternative.

What is tapasya? What is austerity? The first

principal of austerity is brahmacarya, restricted sex

life. The real meaning of brahmacarya is complete

celibacy, and according to Vedic culture in the

beginning

of life one should strictly follow the

regulations of brahmacarya. When he is grown up,
the brahmaciiri can marry and become grhastha,

and as a grhastha he can have sex, but in the

brahmacarya life strict celibacy is the rule. In the

present age people have become degraded for want
of tapasy(l because they are not taught how to

execute tapasvi life. Criticism for its own sake will
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not do; one must be effectively trained in the life of
tapasya.

In the Vedas it is said that those who execute a

regulated

life

of

tapasya

are

brahma7Jas.

Eta d

a k� a ra m gargi viditvasmal lokat praiti sa brahmar-a�/
e ta d

a k�a ram g argy

krpar.a �.

""

j

Everyone

aviditvasmiil

is

dying,

lokat praiti sa

for

no

one can

live fiere permanently, but one who dies after
executing a life of tapasya is a briihmar-a, and one
who dies like

a

cat or dog, without executing

tapasya, is called a krparw. These two words are

used frequently in Vedic literature-briihmara and
'-1

krpara. Krpara means "miser" and briihmar-a refers

to a liberal, broadminded person. Brahma janatiti
brahmar-a�:

One who knows the supreme, the

Absolute Truth, is a briihmara, but one who does

not know is an animal. This is the difference between

animal and man; man, to deserve the name, must
be educated to understand the Absolute Truth.

Because human life is meant for knowledge, there

are schools and colleges, philosophers and scientists

and mathematicians. The processes of eating, sleep

ing, mating and defending need not be taught, for

they are learned instinctively. Human life is obvious

ly meant for more. It is meant for tapasya and knowl-.
edge.

There

are

brahmacarya,

beginning

Smararam

of

descriptions

celibacy,
a

life

k ir ta nam

in

which

the

dedicated

keli�

Vedas

characterize
to

prek §ara m

of

the

tapasya:

guh ya

bha�ar-am/ sankalpo 'dhyavasJyas ca kriyii-nirvrttir

eva

ca

(Sridhara

6.1.12). To properly execute
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celibacy, one should not even think or even talk of
sex life. Reading modern literatures and newspapers
which are filled with sexual material is also against
the principles of brahmacarya. Similarly, indulging
in sex in any way, looking at and whispering with
girls, and determining or endeavoring to engage in
sex life are all against the principles of brahmacarya.
One

executes

real

brahmacarya

when all

these

activities come to a halt.
By austerity, celibacy, and control of the mind
and senses one can advance in pure life. Similarly,
advancement can be made through charity properly
directed. That is called tyiiga, renunciation. If one
has a million dollars, he should not keep it, but, as
long as it is within his jurisdiction, he should spend
it for Kr�IJa. Money or energy is properly utilized
when it is directed to Kr�IJa.
As soon as one quits his body, all his monetary
resources and everything else that he has collected
in connection with his body is finished, for the
spirit soul transmigrates to another body, and one
does not know where the money which he earned in
his previous body is being kept or how it is being
spent. A person may leave the world declaring how
the money should be spent by his sons or heirs, but
even if one leaves millions of dollars, in his next
life he has no claim to it. Therefore as long as it
is in one's hand, it is better to spend it for a good
purpose.

If one spends it for bad purposes, he

becomes entangled, but if he spends it for good
purposes, he gets good in return. This is very clearly
stated in Bhagavad-gJ:tii.
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Bhagavad-gita explains that there are three kinds of
charity-charity in the mode of goodness, passion and
ignorance. A person in the mode of goodness knows
where charity should be given. In Bhagavad-gita Kr�l)a
says:

samo 'ham sarva-bhiite§U
na me dve§yo 'sti na priya�
ye bhajanti tu mam bhaktya
mayi te te§U copy aham
"I envy no one, nor am I partial to anyone. I am
equal to all. But whoever renders service unto Me

in devotion is a friend, is in Me, and I am also a
�

friend to him." (Bg. 9.29)
Kt�l)a is not in want of money, for He is the
original proprietor of everything

(lsavasyam idam

sarvam). But still He asks us for charity. For example,
Kr�l)a, in the guise of Vamana, a dwarf brahmarta,
went to beg from Bali Maharaja. Even though He is

sarva-loka-mahdvaram,

the

proprietor

of all the

planets, He nonetheless says, "Please give in charity
to Me." Why? It is for our interest, for the sooner
we return

Kt�l)a's

money to

Kr�l)a,

the better

situated we will be. Of course this may not be very
pleasant to hear, but actually we are all thieves, for
we have stolen God's property. If one who has
something is not God conscious, it is to be under
stood that he has stolen God's property. That is the
nature of material life. If this is considered thought
fully and if one comes to real knowledge, he will
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realize that if we do not understand God, whose

property we are using, whatever we possess is stolen

property. It is also stated in Bhagavad-gitii that if
one does not spend his money for yajiia, sacrifice,

he is understood to be a thief (yo bhunkte stena

eva saM. For instance, if one earns a great deal of

money but tries to hide it to avoid paying income
tax, the government considers him to be a criminal.

He cannot say, "I have earned this money. Why shall
I pay tax to the government?" No, he must pay or

risk

punishment.

Similarly,

in the higher

sense

everything we have is Kr�t;J.a's or God's, and it must
be utilized in accordance with His desires. We may

wish to construct a building, but where do we get the
stone, wood and earth that the construction requires?

We cannot artificially produce the wood; it is God's
property. We cannot produce the metal; we must take

it from the mine, which is also God's property. The

arth and the bricks which are made from it are

also God's . We simply give our labor, but that labor

is also God's property. We work with our hands, but

they are not our hands but God's, for when the

power to use the hand is withdrawn by God, the

hand becomes useless.

We should use this great opportunity, human

life, to understand all these points which are men

tioned in the authoritative books of Vedic knowl

edge like Srimad-Bhiigavatam

and Bhagavad-gitii.

In the Bhiigavatam Sukadeva Gosvami declares that
real atonement necessitates thoughtfulness, sobriety

and meditation. One must consider whether he is the
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body or whether he is transcendental to the body,
and orie must try to know what God is. These ideas
are to be studied in Kr�I].a consciousness. We should
not be frivolous or waste time. If one wants this
knowledge, he has to practice austerity, tapasya, and
the beginning of tapasya, as already explained, is·

bra hma carya - celibacy or restricted sex life. The
pivot of material attraction is sex, not only for human
society but for animal society also. Sparrows and
pigeons have sex three hundred times daily, although
they are strict vegetarians, and the lion, which is not
a vegetarian, has sex once a year. Spiritual life is not
a question of vegetarianism but of understanding
higher knowledge. When one comes to the platform
of elevated knowledge,

he naturally

becomes a

vegetarian. Pal){iitii� sania-darsina[l: one who is very
highly learned' does not distinguish between a learned
scholar, a brahmal)a, an elephant, a dog and a cow.
He is sama-darsi; his vision enables him to see them
all equally. How is this? He does not see the body but
the soul, the spiritual spark (Brahman). He thinks:
"Here is a dog, but it is also a living entity, although
by his past karma he has become

a

dog. And this

learned scholar is !llso a living spark, but he has taken
good birth because of his past karma." When one
comes to that position, he does not see the body, but
the spiritual spark, and he does not distinguish be
tween one living entity and another.
Actually we do not make distinctions between
carnivores and vegetarians, for the grass has life just
as the cow or the lamb. A guideline, however, should
be the Vedic instruction given in Isopani§ad:
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isiiviisyam idarh sarvarh
yat kinca jagatyarh jagat
tena tyaktena bhunjithii
mii grdha� kasya svid dhanam
"Everything animate or inanimate that is within the
universe is controlled and owned by the Lord. One
should therefore accept only those things necessary
for himself, which are set aside as his quota, and one
must not accept other things, knowing well to whom
they belong."

(lsopan4ad, Mantra

1)

Since everything is the property of the Supreme
Lord, one can only enjoy what is allotted to him by
the Lord, and one cannot touch another's property.
According to Vedic life and according to all Vedic
scriptures, a man should live on fruits and vegetables,
for his teeth are made in such a way that these can

be very easily eaten and digested. Although it is na
ture's law that one has to live by eating other living
entities

(jivo jivasya jivanam),

one must use discre

tion. Fruits, flowers, vegetables, rice, grain and milk
are made for human beings. Milk, for example, is an
animal product, the blood of an animal transformed,

but the cow delivers more milk than is needed by her
alf because milk is intended for man. Man should
simply take the milk and let the cows live, and thus
following nature's law, man will be happy.

tyaktena bhunjitha:

Tena

one should take whatever God

allots to him and thus live comfortably.
We have to elevate our consciousness through this
science of Kr�qa. Charity is within everyone's heart,

but we do not know how to make the best use of it.
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Whatever we spend in terms of energy should be for
Kr�I}a, for it all belongs to- Him. By spending for
Kr�I}a, one will not be a loser. Kr�I}a is so kind that
when we offer Him food, He accepts and yet leaves
everything for us to eat. Simply by offering food to
Kr�Q.a we can become devotees. We need not spend
an extra farthing. In the higher sense, everything be
longs to Kr�I}a, but if we offer everything to Kr�J}a,
we will be elevated. This is a sublime and proven way

for advancement in pure life.

5/ Learning Steadiness in
Krsna Consciousness
• •

•

When one reaches the topmost position of mate
rial opulence,

the tendency for

renunciation

is

naturaL There are two tendencies in this material
world bhoga (sense enjoyment) and tyiiga (renun
-

ciation of this material world)- Without guidance,
however, one does not know how to renounce_ First
of all, one wants to enjoy, and when he is frustrated
in enjoyment, he renounces. Again, when he is tired
of renunciation, he enjoys, like a clock pendulum
which swings from side to side. We are thus all vacil
lating from the platform of enjoyment to the plat
form of renunciation and back again.
Karmis, fruitive workers, try to enjoy this world

and reap the fruits of it. Consequently, they are
constantly traveling on expressways all day and
night to engage in material enjoyment. On the other
hand, there are others, predominantly the discon
tented youth, who don't want any part of this. Thus
the world contains those engaged in bhoga and those
engaged in tyiiga. However, we will not be happy by
following either of these paths because it is not our
proper position to eitl].er enjoy or renounce. Since
everything belongs to Kr�l)a and nothing belongs to
anyone else, whatever we possess is actually Kr�l)a's
property (isiiviisyam idam sarvam ). Since we have not
produced the trees, plants, waters or the land, we
cannot claim them. Since we actually have nothing,
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we can renounce nothing, or, as it is said, naked we
come into this world and naked we go out. In the
interim we falsely claim, "This is my country, this is
my home, this is my wife, these are my children,
this is my property, this is my bank balance, etc."
Such claims are false because when we come into
the world, we come in empty-handed, and when we
go out, we go out empty-handed. What then is the
meaning of bhoga and tyiiga? In the light of the
actual facts, they have no actual meaning. Bhoga is
thievery, and tyiiga, renunciation of what never be
longed to us, is a form of lunacy.
In this regard, Kr�rya gives us this direction: sarva

dharman
(Bg.

parityajya

mam

ekam

sara!'-am vraja.

18.66) Although we have created different types

of religion based on bhoga and tyiiga, we are thus
advised to give up all of them and to surrender unto
Kr�rya. It is not within our power to enjoy or to re
nounce.

When

renunciation

is recommended

in

Bhagavad-gzta, it refers to renunciation of everything
that we falsely claim to possess. A child may take a
hundred dollar bill from his father and try to keep
it although he may not know how to use it. The
father may beg the child, "Dear boy, kindly give it
to me." The child does not know that the money
actually belongs to the father, nor does he know that
he had best hand it to his father, for he simply does
not know how to use it. Similarly, Kr�l].a says, ".Re
nounce your work for Me. Renounce your wealth
and property for Me." Kr�rya is not a beggar, for
everything belongs to Him, but He does treat us like
small children. Compliance to His request to give
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everything to Him is called tyiiga, renunciation, and
is one of the means by which one can attain elevation
to Kr�l).a consciousness. Austerity, celibacy, equani
mity and charity are all required for realization of the
ultimate or Absolute Truth. Kr�rya consciousness is
not concerned with the relative truth but with the

Absolute. In Srimad-Bhagavatam Vyasadeva offers

his

obeisances

to

the

Supreme

Absolute

Truth

(satyarh pararh dhimahi). He offers his respects not

to the relative categorical truths, but to the summum

bonum,

the Absolute

Truth.

It is the duty of

brahmartas to practice those qualities by which the
Absolute Truth can be realized.

Brahmartas must be qualified by practicing cleanli

ness, truthfulness, control of the mind and the
senses, simplicity, and by cultivating faith in the

Vedas and particularly in Bhagavad-gita. When Kr�rya

says, "I am the Supreme Lord," we have to accept
Him with faith, not foolishly, but with full knowl
edge, and practically apply this acceptance in our

daily life. A brahmar-a is not created by birth, but by

education, practice and knowledge. It is not a ques
tion of birth, but quality, as pointed out by Kr�rya in

Bhagavad-gita:
catur-varrtyarh maya sr�tarh
gurta-karma-vibhagasaft

tasya kartaram api marh

viddhy akartaram avyayam

J
·

"According to the three modes of material nature and
the work ascribed to them, the four divisions of
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human society were created by Me. And, although I

am the creator of this system, you should know that

I

am

(Bg.

yet

the

non-doer, being

unchangeable."

must not only have the

qualities of a

4.13)

One

briihmar-a, but one should also work as a briihmar-a,

for one's qualities are tested by his work. If one is a

qualified engineer but simply sits down at home and

does not work, what is his value? Similarly, unless
one works as a briihmarw, there is no value to his

simply saying, "I am a briihmar-a." One must there

fore work as a briihmar-a by fully engaging in the

II'

'I

service of
Brahman.

Param Brahman, Kr�qa, the Supreme

How can service to the Absolute Truth be exe

;I!

cuted? Yamena niyamena ca: the practice of yoga,

or linking with the supreme, is based on the prinCi

ples of regulation and control. Regulation cannot be

executed without control; therefore one must be

thoughtful and purify himself. If one wants to pass

an examination, he has to go to school, follow the

principles of the school, and take some pains in his

study, and then gradually he comes to be successful.

If he plays all day on the street, how can he expect
success? Therefore in the process being explained by
Sukadeva Gosvami, the first necessity is tapasya,

austerity. Even if austerity and brahmacarya are

painful because we want to be unrestricted, as soon
as we are regulated, what appeared to be. painful is

in practice not painful.

There are two classes of men-those who are sober

(dhira)

and those who are extravagant (adhira).
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When one, in spite of provocation or in spite of the

presence of a source of mental agitation, can remain

steady in his position, he is called dhira. An example

of a dhira is given by Kalidasa Pal)gita, a great
Sanskrit poet who wrote a book called Kumara

sambhava, wherein he has given an example concern

ing Lord Siva. It appears that when the demigods

were fighting the demons and were being defeated,

they decided that they could be saved by a command

er-in-chief born from the semina of Lord Siva. Lord

Siva, however, was in meditation, and to acquire the
needed semina was very difficult. They therefore

sent Parvati, a young girl, who appeared before Lord

Siva and worshiped his genitals. Although this young

girl sat before Lord Siva and touched his genitals,

Lord Siva was steady in meditation. Kalidasa says ,

"Here is an example of a dhira, for despite a young
girl's touching his genitals, he was undisturbed."

Similarly, someone sent a young prostitute to

disturb Haridasa Thakura, and upon hearing her

appeals for intercourse, Haridasa Thakura said, "Yes,

your proposal is very nice. Please sit down and let

me finish my chanting, and then we shall enjoy."
Morning came and the prostitute became impatient,

but Haridasa Thakura replied, "I'm very sorry. I could

not finish my chanting. Come tonight again." The
prostitute came for th�ee nights, and on the third

night she fell down at his feet, confessed her inten
tions, and pleaded with him, "I was induced to per

form this act by a man who is your enemy. Kindly

excuse me." Haridasa Thakura then replied, "I know

all about that, but I allowed you to come here for
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three days so that you could be converted and be

come a devotee. Now take these chanting beads, and

go on chanting. I am leaving this place." Here is

another example of a

body

dhira who has control of his
(deha), words (vac), and intelligence (buddhi).

One's body, words and intelligence should be con

trolled by one who is

dhira and who actually knows

the principles of religion.

We have been continuously committing sinful

activities since time immemorial, and we do not

know when this began, but this life is meant for
rectification of all the mistakes that we have com

mitted. If one sets fire to unwanted grass and creepers

in a field, they will all be burned. Similarly, by the
process of austerity and penance, one can liquidate

all sinful activities and become purified. But Sukadeva
Gosvami suggests an alternate process:

kecit kevalayii
bhaktya vasudeva-parayara[t/ agharh dhunvanti
kartsnyena niha ram iva bhaskara[t. Generally, if one
leads an austere and pious life of celibacy, equanimity,

charity, etc., people will say that he is a very pious

man, but simply by becoming Kr�l}a conscious, one

can kill all the resultant actions of his past sinful life.

A fog disappears as soon as the sun rises, and Kr�l}a
rises with the brilliance of thousands of suns.

This process is accepted only by someone who is

very fortunate. Caitanya Mahaprabhu therefore said:

(eirupa) brahmiir{la bhramite kona bhiigyavii": jiva/
guru-kr§l)a-prasiide piiya bhaktirlatii-bija: "By the grace
of Kr�va and the spiritual master, a fortunate person,

after wandering throughout the universe in differe�t

species of life, receives the seed of pure devotional
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service." Kr�l}a consciousness is meant for the very
fortunate, for simply by accepting this one process a

person can surpass all t�e duties of austerity, renun

ciation, celibacy, etc. Sukadeva Gosvami declares:

kecit kevalayii bhaktyii: "One who is extremely for
tunate takes to the process of pure devotional
service." Kevalii bhakti refers to pure unalloyed
devotional service in which there is no desire but to
please Kr�l}a. One should not render devotional ser
vice just to increase his income. We want money to
become happy, but if we take to Kr�l}a consciousness,
automatically we will become so happy that we will
neglect money.

Money will automatically come.

Happiness will come. There is no need to endeavor

for these things separately.
It was Dhruva Maharaja who lamented, "How fool
ish I was that I took to devotional service with a de
sire for material profit." Ordinarily for material pro

fit one goes to his boss or some rich man or demigod,
but a devotee does not go anywhere but to K.r�J;ta,
even if he has material desires. If one goes to K.r�J;ta
even for material advantages, the day will come
when he forgets material desires, just like Dhruva
Maharaja. He was repentant, and said, "I came to
K.r�qa and asked for something material,just like one
who has pleased a very rich man and who asks him

for a few grains of rice." If a rich man agrees to give

I

us whatever we want, but we ask him only for a few

grains of rice, is that very intelligent? Asking Kr�qa
for material benefit is exactly like this. One need not

ask Kr�l}a extraneously for material happiness, for
material happiness will automatically roll before his
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very feet, pleading, "Please take me, please take
me."
Those who are practicing Kr�qa consciousness are
not in need of the material opulences-wives, chil
dren, happiness, home-for all is acquired automati
cally by the grace of Kr�qa. There is no need to ask
Kr�qa for these material things, but one should
simply request Him:

"Please engage me in Your

service." In Bhagavad-gita Kr12qa also promises that
if one engages in His service, He will supply what is
needed and preserve whatever is already possessed.
One of His final instructions to Arjuna indicates total
dependence on Him:

cetasa sarva-karmiiri
mayi sannyasya mat-para�
buddhi-yogam upiisritya
mac-citta[l satatam bhava
"In all activities, and for their results, just depend
upon Me, and work always under My protection.
In such devotional service, be fully conscious of
Me." (Bg.

18.57)

6/ Transcending

Designations and Problems
K !'�'P consciousness is easily achieved by the
rnercy of Lord Caitanya, but only some are fortu
nule enough to have the mercy of Lord Caitanya
und His disciplic succession. According to Bhagavad

Killi:

manu�ylirtlim sahasre�u
kascid yatati siddhaye
yatatam api siddhanam
kascin mam vetti tattvata�

"Out of many thousands among men, one may
•�ndeavor for perfection, and of those who have
udtieved perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth."

(II�. 7.3)
Cod realization is not possible for animals or for
l��'l'Hons who are almost animals, or for animals in
I he� shape of human beings. Contemporary civiliza1 ion

is by in large an assembly of animals because, as
l'lnled before, it operates on the basis of the animal

propensities. The birds and beasts arise early in the

rnorning and busy themselves trying to find food
1111d sex and trying to 'defend themselves; at night
llll'y look for shelter, and in the morning they fly to
11 I ree to find nuts and fruits. Similarly, in New
York City, g reat hordes of people travel from one
il'!l1111d to another by ferry boat or wait for subways
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in order to go to the office for the purpose of
finding

food. How is this an advancement over

animal life? Although the ferry and subway are
always crowded, and many people have to travel
forty or fifty miles for bread, the birds are free to

II·

fly from one tree to another.
Real civilization is not concerned simply with
man's animal needs but with enabling man to under
stand his relationship with God, the supreme father. 1
One may learn about his relatioilship with God by
any process-through Christianity, through the Vedic
literatures or through the Koran-but in any case it
must be learned. The purpose of this Kr�11a con-

J

111

���

1,,

·

sciousness movement is not to make Christians into
Hindus or Hindus into Christians but to inform
everyone that the duty of a human being is to under
stand his relationship with God. One must learn this,
otherwise he is simply wasting his time by engaging
in animalistic propensities. We must all try to love

Ill

l11

··I

Kr�11a or God. If one has a process, he should
practice it, or he can come and learn this process.
One

should not

begrudge

the

selection of one

process over another. Vi�iid apy amrtam griihyam

11:

amedhyiid api kiiiicanam/ niciid apy uttamiim vidyiim
stn-ratnam du�kuliid api (Niti-darpal}a 1.16 ). CaJ)akya

PaJ)gita says that one must catch what is right
from any source.

I<'

If there is a glass of poison

with some nectar in it, he says, one should take out
the nectar and leave the poison. In the same way, if

1

one finds gold in a filthy place, he should take it.1
Similarly, although according to the Vedic system of
education one must be given instruction by intellec

I"
1"

111

11,

II.
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luul persons like briihmarws, if someone lower on the
Mocial. scale has learned the truth, one should accept
him as a teacher and learn from him. One should not
lhink that just because one is lowly born he should
not be accepted as a teacher.
Similarly, if one is serious about understanding
C:od, he should not think, "I am Christian," "I am

llindu," or "I am Muslim." If one is serious about
understanding love of God, he should consider which

pr·ocess is practical. One should not think, "Why
11hould I follow Hindu or Vedic scriptures?" The

pur·pose of following the Vedic scriptures is to de
volop love of God. When students come to America

for

a higher education, they do not consider the fact

I hut

the teachers may be American, German or of

other nationalities. If one wants a higher education,
he simply comes and takes it. Similarly, if there is an

offective process for understanding and approaching
() otl,

like

this KwF consciousness process, one

Mlrould take it.

Not all, but those who are intelligent and fortu
nule

take

to this process

of devotional service

(lcevalayii bhaktyii), and their only desire is to serve

Kr�l')a. From early morning till late at night the devo
lccs are engaged in Kr�qa's service. This is called
lccvalayii, pure; for them there is no other business.
This process is recommended for all, and it is the
p e r fe c tion of all religious processes. (Sa vai pumsiim

pnro dharma yato bhaktir adhok�aje). In Sanskrit,
I here are two words, para, and apara, which describe
I Ire superior (transcendental) and the inferior (mate

riul) approaches to religion. In the execution of
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material dharma, or religion performed for material ,
gain, people generally go to

a

church or a temple and

pray, "God, give us our daily bread." Actually, this
need not be asked for, for bread is already provided
for everyone. Even the birds and beasts get their bread
without having to go to church to ask God for it.
Similarly, our bread is also provided, whether we go
to church or not. That is not a problem, for no one
is dying in the streets of starvation, nor do we find a
bird, beast, or even an ant dying of starvation. Food
is there, and one need not bother about it. If the
brain should be taxed, it should be taxed for Kr�I].a
or God. This is the proper utilization of time. There
is no scarcity of bread in the Kingdom of God.

Tasyaiva heto� prayat�ta kovido na labhyate yad
bhramatiim uparyadha�. Snmad-Bhiigavatam says that
one should try to attain that which cannot be
attained by traveling all over the universe. What is
that? Kevalayii bhaktyii- pure devotion. By God's
arrangement there is sufficient food, land and pros

I
,

1

of

'�

m:

pects for food on this planet, but we have arranged
things in such a way that in one part of the world
people are suffering and in another part they are
throwing grains in the ocean. The Vedas say, eko

bahiiniim yo vidadhiiti kiimiin- the Supreme Person
is supplying food to many living entities. The diffi
culty in this material world is that we take more than
we need and thus create our own problems. Problems
are created by men, led by the so-called politicians.
According to nature's way or God's way, everything
is complete. According to

Sn lsopani§ad:

de

I u�
0
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om piirrzam ada� piirrzam idam
piirrziit purrzam udacyate
piirrzasya piirrzam iidiiya
piirrzam eviivasi�yate
"The Personality of Godhead is perfect and complete,

and because of this all emanations from Him, such as

this phenomenal world, are perfectly equipped as
complete wholes. Whatever is produced of the com

plete whole is also complete in itself. Because He is

the complete whole, even though so many complete

units emanate from Him, He remains the complete
balance."

(Sri lsopan�ad, Invocation) God is com

plete, His creation is complete, and His arrangements

are complete, hut we are creating disturbances. Real
education is that which makes people Kr11IJa con

scious so that they will properly utilize the resources

of the earth and stop creating disturbances. It is not

possible to solve problems by passing resolutions in

the United Nations. One must know the actual
method of solving problems.

Sukadeva Gosvami says that simply by pure devo

tional service one can solve the problems of life.

Who can do this? It is not possible for an ordinary
man but for those who are

viisudeva-pariiyarzii�,

devoted to Lord Kr11IJa (Vasudeva). Only those whose

concern is to satisfy Kr�IJa and who take to pure
unalloyed devotional service can solve the problems

of life.

Agham dhunvanti-as already explained, problems

are created by sinful activities. Although there is
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enough food, everyone stocks more than is needed
in order to make a profit or simply in order to
hoard. In 1942, in India, there was an artificial

and"
famine created by people gathering money and

stocking it unnecessarily. Wealthy men collected rice
which was selling at six rupies a pound, and suddenly
within a week the price rose to fifty rupies

a

pound.

Consequently no rice was available on the market,
and the people went hungry. An American gentle
man present at the time remarked, "If people in our
country were starving in this way, there would have
been

a

revolution." The people in India, however,

,

are so trained and cultured that in spite of this arti
ficial famine they did not revolt but preferred to die ,,
peacefully. Of course, this is only one instance, but
it shows how problems are not created by God but
by man. In Germany during the First World War the
women went to church and prayed to God to send
their husbands, sons and brothers back safely, but
none of them came back. All of the women became
atheists. They did not consider that God did not
advocate the war and its problems. They went to
Him for a solution. When we create our own prob
lems, we have to suffer the results.
It is a fact, however, that the problems of one
who takes to the shelter of ��qa, God, are solved.
For this reason, if for none other, one should apply
his devotional service to Vasudeva, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead. Viisudeve bhagavati bhakti

yoga� prayojita�. If one engages in devotional service
to Vasudeva, he will receive the highest knowledge
without delay (janayaty iisu vairiigyam). The words

jiiiina-vairiigyam refer to "that knowledge by which

k
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one becomes detached from material allurement."
The word jiiiina means knowledge, and vairagyam
means detachment. Both knowledge and detachment
are required in this human form of life. One should
know: "I am spirit soul. I have nothing to do with
this material world, but because I have a desire to
enjoy it in different ways, I am transmigrating from
one body to another. I do not know when this began,
but it is still going on." This is real knowledge. To be
knowledgeable, one must understand his constitu
.
tional position and realize how he is suffering in this
material world. That perfection of knowledge comes
when one becomes Viisudeva-parayarza�, devoted to
Lord Vasudeva. In Bhagavad-gita, Lord Kr�IJ.a tells
Arjuna:

bahuniirh janmanam ante
jiianavan marh prapadyate
viisudevafi. sarvam iti
sa mahatma sudurlabhafi.
"After many births and deaths, he who is actually
in knowledge surrenders unto Me, knowing Me to be
the cause of all causes and all that is. Such a great
soul is very rare." (Bg. 7 .19) Those great souls who
know perfectly well that Kr�IJ.a, Vasudeva, is the
source of everything, are very rare. It is easy to find
so-called mahatmas (great souls) with long beards
and mustaches who tell everyone that they are one
with God and that when they die they will wake up
and become God, but these are not really mahatmas.
Rather,

h

they are duratma,

hard-hearted, because

they want to encroach on the rightful position of
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Kr�qa and become one with Him. If there were a

servant in the office who tried to occupy the posi

tion of employer, would the employer like it? Simi

larly, any living entity who is trying to become God

is not very much to God's liking. Of course no one
can become God, but this endeavor to become God

or His competitor is not very pleasing to Him. Per
sons who

try

are described in Bhagavad-gzta as

dvi�ata�, envious. The Lord says:

tan aharh dvi�ata� kriiriin
sarhsiire�u nariidhamiin
k�ipiimy ajasram asubhiin
iisuri�v eva yoni�u
"Envious, mischievous, the lowest of mankind, these

do I ever put back into the ocean of material exist

ence, into various demoniac species of life." (Bg.
16.19)

, They are put into hellish conditions because they

are envious of God's position. First they try to occu

PY high positions in this material world, and when
they are frustrated in this attempt, they think, "Now

I shall occupy the position of God." Of course this
desire is also frustrated because no one can become

God. God is God, and the living entity is the living

entity. God is supreme and infinite; we are infini

tesimal. Our position is to serve God, and when we
act according to our position, we become happy. By

imitating

God,

happiness

cannot

be

obtained.

Yasyaika-nisvas ita-kiilam athiivalambya jivanti lorna-
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vilaja jagad-art!fa-natha[l. (Bs. 5.48) There are innu
merable universes, and within one breath of the
Maha-Vi�IJU these universes are inhaled and dissolved
within His body. How then can a living entity be
come God? God is not so cheap. Therefore we must
become advanced in knowledge and accept Vasudeva,
Kr�qa, as the supreme. There is no question of Kr�qa
being a man. At no stage in His appearance on earth
did He appear as an ordinary living entity. Even as a
baby He performed miraculous feats way beyond the
abilities of the ordinary living entity. One should
not consider that when he is surrendering to Kr�IJa
he is surrendering to an ordinary man but to the
Supreme Personality of Godhead. Indeed, that is
confirmed by all Vedic literatures. Agham dhunvanti:
All reactions to sinful activities are cancelled when
one surrenders to Kr�qa. In Bhagavad-gitii Lord Kr�IJ.a
Himself advises personal surrender to Him:

sarva-dharmiin parityajya
miim ekam sarar;wm vraja
aham tviim sarva-piipebhyo
mok�ayi�yami mii suca[l
"Give up all varieties of religiousness and just surren
der unto Me, and in return I shall protect you from
all sinful reactions. Therefore you have nothing to
fear." (Bg. 18.66)
Therefore one who is a devotee ( Viisudeva
pariiyarta{l) and who simply engages in devotional
service is immediately freed from all sinful activities.
Devotional service to Kr�qa or Kr�qa consciousness
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can never be attained by any amount of speculation
but by the causeless mercy of a pure devotee of
Kr�q.a. It is a matchless gift bestowed by the mahatma
or great soul out of compassion for fallen living
entities. 1t is said that by the grace of Kr�:pa one gets
a guru, or a spiritual master, and by the grace of the
spiritual master, one gets Kr�q.a. This is like the gift
of the sunrise. At night there is darkness, but in the
morning, as soon as the sun rises, immediately mil
lions of miles of darkness are removed. In the same
way, if we try to make the sun of Kr�q.a rise within
our hearts;all of our problems will be solved.

....

7/The Matchless Gift:
Liberation in Krsna Consciousness
••

•

If we simply worship the original person

(iidi

puru�am), we need not fear being misled by anyone.
Sridhara Svami, the original commentator on Srimad- .
Bhiigavatam, explains that one can reach the per
fection of life simply by devotional service (kevalayii
bhaktya); one need not be dependent on any other
process. Sukadeva Gosvami says that one can put an
end to material life by one stroke

(kevalayii). There is

no need to first undergo severe penance and austerity,
practice celibacy, control the mind and the senses,

give in charity, perform great sacrifices and become

very truthful and clean. Simply by one stroke-by

accepting Kr�11a consciousness-one immediately rises
to the highest position. By just taking to Kr�l}a con
sciousness, one develops all transcendental qualifica

tions. The goldsmith uses a small hammer and taps
the gold many times, but the blacksmith uses a large

hammer and with one stroke his job is finished. This
is the blacksmith's method: we take the big hammer
of

bhakti-yoga and finisn all material life. There is no

need to undergo the many lesser disciplines, nor to

follow any other process. In actuality, there is no

possibility of even following the other Vedic pro
cesses to perfection. For instance, the

ha{ha-yoga

process would say: "You have to become a strict

brahmaciiri and sit in the forest with your body at a

right angle to the ground, pressing your nose with
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your finger for six months." Who could follow such
an instruction? Since such a method is not practical
in this present age, the goldsmith method has to be
discarded. The solution is to take the blacksmith's
hammer of Kr�rp consciousness and finish off all sin
ful reactions immediately.

By devotional service one has to become viisudeva

paraya!la, a devotee of Lord Vasudeva or Lord Kr�J].a.

In other words, we have to learn how to become
lovers of Vasudeva. If the world takes up this Kr�I].a
consciousness, the planet is certain to be peaceful.
Now the earth is quickly becoming a hellish planet,
and if this Kr�•Ja consciousness is not taken up, this
hellish condition will progress despite all advances in
education and economic development. Therefore
those who are thoughtful should take this movement
very seriously and try to understand its value. It is
not something manufactured by one man or a group
of disciples. It is authoritative and age-old, based on
the Vedic literatures which date back thousands of
years.

Nihiiram iva bhiiskara"{l. Bhiiskara refers to the sun.

The sun immediately dissipates mist or fog as well as
darkness. As stated before, we should try to make the
sun of Kr�I].a rise within our hearts. In the Gaitan ya
caritiimrta also it is stated that Kr��a is like the sun
and that miiyii,

the illusory energy, is darkness.

Yiihiin kr�rw, tahiin nahi mayara adhikara: As soon
as the sun of Kr��a is present, the darkness of maya
immediately disappears. Without following this pro
cess, it is very difficult to overcome the ocean of dark
ness, maya. If we simply teach people to surrender
unto Kr�r;ta, God, all the fog and mist of illusion will
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disappear. The method is very simple: chant Hare
Knn;ta, Hare Kr�Qa, Kr�Qa Kr�Qa, Hare Hare/ Hare
Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare.
The more one goes on chanting, the more the
darkness of many lives is dissipated. Ceto-darparw

miirjanam: by chanting, one can cleanse the dust
from the mirror of his mind and perceive things very
distinctly. Thus one will know what he is, what God
is, what this world is, what our relationship with God
in this world is, how .to live in this world, and what
our next life is. Such knowledge is not taught in
schools, where one is taught how to manufacture or
acquire products for sense gratification. There is al
ways a hard struggle going on involving man's attempt
to dominate material nature. However, for every
convenience he manages to produce, there is an in
convenience accompanying it. For example, recently
some engineers designed an airplane which can fly at
great speeds without danger. When the plane flies,
however, it breaks windows all over the city. Our
time is thus being wasted in constructing so many
devices which give us temporary and artificial con
venience at the price of a proportionate amount of
inconvenience. This is all part of the law of karma,
the law of action and reaction. For whatever we do,
there must be a reaction by which we become en
tangled. That is stated in Bhagavad-gita:

yajniirthiit karmal)o 'nyatra
loko 'yam karma-bandhanal]
tad-artham karma kaunteya
mukta-sanga� samiicara
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"Work done as a sacrifice for Vi�J).U has to be per

formed, otherwise work binds one to this material

world. Therefore, 0 son of KuntT, perform your pre

scribed duties for His satisfaction, and in that way

you will always remain unattached and free from

bondage." (Bg.

3.9)

When one acts for sense gratification, work en

tangles him, whether the work be good or bad, but if

one works for KwJ.a

(yajnarthat karmaro),

he will be

free, regardless of the possible desirability of his

work.

Not only does Sukadeva Gosvami recommend

unalloyed devotional service, but he further says

that by devotional service one's sinful activities will

be negated. Every one of us is more or less sinful, for
if we were not sinful we would not have been put
into material bodies. As soon as one is free from sin

ful life, he is liberated and transferred to the spiritual

world in a spiritual body. The whole process is to
cleanse oneself from the contamination of sinful or

material life.

Sukadeva Gosvaml said, "My dear king, those who

are sinful can become purified from contamination
by

tapa-adibhi�,

practicing austerity." Sukadeva also

said, however, that no one can become completely

purified by executing this process of austerity. There
are many examples of

yogis who practiced

austerities

but did not emerge completely pure. Visvamitra

Muni, for example, was a
become a

brahmara

kfiatriya

who wanted to

and therefore began to practice

austerity. Later on, however, he became a victim of

Menaka, a society girl of the heavenly planets. Be-
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cause Visvamitra was not pure, he became entangled
with her and begot a child. Therefore it is said that
even

if

one performs austerities and

penances,

worldly circumstances are so implicating that some
how or other they will involve one again and again
in the material modes of nature. There are many
examples of
nouncing

sannyiisi"s

who

give

up the world, re

it as false, saying, "Let me turn to

Brahman," but they again become entangled in the
work of the world when they set up hospitals and
perform philanthropic work and welfare activities.
If the world is false, why are they attracted to welfare
activities? The philosophy of Krlll}a consciousness
maintains that this world is not false but that it is
temporary. God created this world, and He is true, so
how can His creation be false? Because this is the crea
tion of God, and God is the Absolute Truth, this crea
tion is also true. We simply see it otherwise due to illu
sion. The world is a fact, but it is a temporary fact.
A person may claim something within this world
to be his property, but that is a false claim. It is a
fact that it is someone's property, but it is God's
property

(iSiiviisyam idarh sarvam).

This does not

mean, however, that the property is false. What is
false is the claim to the property, which is based
upon a puffed up false consciousness that the indivi
dual is the proprietor, the master, or God. Everyone
desires to be master or proprietor of something, then
minister, then president, and then God. When every
thing else fails, the living entity wants to become
God. The tendency is there to want to become the
greatest of all, but the fact remains that God is the
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greatest and the living entity is small compared to
Him. The smallest is not false, and the greatest is
not false, but when the small thinks that he is great,
that is false.
We understand from Vedic literature that Brahman,
or the spirit, is
atom, and

a rwr ariiyarhsam, smaller than an
mahato mah"iyamsam, greater than the

greatest. As far as we can conceive, the space which
contains the universe is the greatest, but Kr��a has
h' ·

�

shown millions of universes in His mouth. The great·
ness of God cannot be comprehended by the living
entities, who are part and parcel of God. As living
entities, we are very minute, infinitesimal, and God
is infinite. Indeed, the magnitude of the individual
spirit soul is so microscopic that it cannot be seen.
One cannot even imagine it with his material senses.
Therefore it is said that the spirit soul is smaller than
an atom

(ar-or ar-"iyiimsam).

Since the living entities and Kr�IJ.a, the Supreme
Lord, are both spirit, they are qualitatively one.
Quantitatively, however, the Lord is great and the
living entities are small. This fact can be accepted
immediately on the basis of V edic information. In

Brahma-samhitii it is stated, yasyaika-nisvasita-kiilam
athavalambya jlvanti loma-vilajii jagad-ar-{ia-natha[l:
many

millions

of

universes

come

out

of

God's body when He exhales, and they again dis
appear when He inhales. Simply by His breathing,
millions of universes are created and dissolved. If
this is the case, then how can the living entities
claim proprietorship over anything? One's position
is safe only in so far as he does not falsely declare
himself to be God or proprietor. It has become
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fashionable to claim to be God, and fools accept

such claims, but from the Vedic literatures we under
stand that God is not so cheap-

As long as we are not making puffed up ego

centered claims, we are already liberated. There is no
need to actually seek liberation. But as long as one

thinks, "I am this body," he is not liberated. Libera

tion means knowing perfectly well that one's self is

separate from the body. Therefore Sukadeva Gosvami

said,

prayascittam

vimarsanam:

"Develop

your

knowledge; that will give you relief." Our knowledge

is perfect when we come to know that we are very

small particles of spiritual sparks, and that God, the

supreme, the greatest spiritual identity, supplies all
our necessities (eko bahunam yo vidadhati kaman).

By knowing ourselves as minute particles, part and

parcel of God, we can understand that our duty is

to serve God. God is the center of all creation, of the

whole universal body; He is the enjoyer, and we are
His servitors. As this conception becomes clear, we

become liberated.

Liberation entails freedom from all false concep

tions. It is not that upon liberation one acquires ten

hands. In Srzmad-Bhiigavatam liberation is defined as

muktir hitviinyathii-rupam. Mukti means "to give
up," and anyathii-rupam denotes a false conception

of life. This is to say that when one is situated

in his original constitutional position, having given
up all false notions, he is liberated. It is also said in

Srzmad-Bhiigavatam that by the aquisition of knowl
edge,

one becomes liberated

immediately.

That

knowledge can be very easily acquired, for it is

simple: God is great, and I am very small; He is the

·
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supreme proprietor supplying all necessities, and I
am His servant. Who can challenge this? It is a fact.
We are simply under the false impression that we are
this or that, and this leads us to the ultimate false'
impression that we are God. Yet we do not consider
what manner of God we are. A small bodily disorder
will send us to the physician. One who claims to be
the supreme, therefore, should be understood to have
fallen to the last snare of miiyii. One who is thus
fallen cannot even be liberated, for he is bound by
false impressions.
Only when one has attained proper knowledge can
he actually be liberated. The stage of liberation is
also called the brahma-bhiita� stage. O�e who has
attained this stage is characterized by Sri K.r�IJ.a in
Bhagavad-gitii in this way:
brahma-bhiita� prasanniitmii
na

socati na kankfl(lti

sama� sarve�u bhiite§U
mad-bhaktim labhate pariim
"One who is thus transcendentally situated at once
realizes the Supreme Brahman. He never laments, or
desires to have anything; he is equally disposed to
every living entity. And in that state he achieves pure
devotional service unto Me." (Bg. 18.54)
The joy which follows realization arises from
understanding, "I was illusioned by false notions for
so

long. What a fool I was! I was thinking that I was

God, but now I can understand that I am God's
eternal servant." Upon gaining such realization, one
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or

jolly, for this is the constitutional position of the
living entity.
There is no lamentation when one is in pure con
sciousness, for he knows that he is a small part, a
spiritual

spark protected by the Supreme Lord.

Where then is there scope for lamentation? A small
child feels free as long as he knows that his father is
there. He thinks, "My father is standing by me, so I
am free. No one can �arm me." Similarly, when one
surrenders to Kr�IJ.a, he has complete faith that he is
not in danger because Kr�IJ.a is protecting him. One
who is thus surrendered to Kr�IJ.a is not subject to
lamentation or desire, whereas one who is not God
conscious simply hankers and laments. He hankers
for that which he does not possess, and he laments
for that which he did possess but has lost. A God
conscious person is not subject to such misery. If
something is lost, he knows that it is God's wish, and
he thinks, "God desired this, so it is all right." He

does not desire anything, for he knows that all his
necessities are being provided by Kr�f.la, the ,supreme
father.
As soon. as one understands his relationship to
God, he realizes universat brotherhood, for he under
stands that all men and animals-indeed, all life itself
are all parts of the supreme whole and are therefore
all equal. Seeing this, one does not envy, exploit

or trouble another living entity. Thus one who is a
devotee of Kr�IJ.a automatically develops all good
qualities,

for he is in the proper consciousness.

Hariiv abhaktasya kuto mahad-gu"{la mano-ratheniisati
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dhiivato bahi[l. One who has developed Kr�qa con

sciousness will manifest all the good qualities of the
demigods. Indeed, it is stated, viiiicii-kalpa-tarubh yas
ca krpa-sindhubhya eva ca: A Vaig1ava or devotee

of

Kr�qa is

an ocean

of mercy to others. He

gives the greatest gift to society, for society is in dire
need of God consciousness. A Vai�vava bestows the

priceless gift of the mahamantra, Hare Kr�va, Hare
Kr�IJ.a, Kr�IJ.a Kr�qa, Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare
Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. Simply by chanting

this mantra, one can remain in a liberated state.

One should not think, however, that this state is

simply a state of trance whereby one remains seated
in lotus position in a corner for days on end. No,
liberation means serving. One cannot simply say,
"Now I have dedicated my life to Kr�J}a. Let me

remain seated in samadhi. "The standard of surrender
must be maintained by niflevaya, serving. As one
serves the Supreme Lord, the Lord reveals Himself
within the heart. The program of devotional service
to the Lord is executed from morning to night. In

deed, KwJ.a says in Bhagavad-g"ita that one must en
gage in devotional service to Him twenty-four hours
a day. It is not that we should meditate for fifteen
minutes and then engage in all kinds of nonsense.
The more we serve, the more dedicated to Kr�l}a we
become; therefore a person should utilize whatever

talents he has for Kr�qa. There are nine processes of

devotional service-hearing, chanting, remembering,,
serving, worshiping the Deity in the temple, praying,

carrying out orders, serving the Lord as friend, and
sacrificing everything for Him-and one should always
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keep engaged in at least one of these nine processes.
One who is always engaged in l<.r§J).a 's service never
becomes disgusted (bhajatam pr"iti-purvakam). Ser
vice must be rendered with love, but in the beginning
this may be difficult, and so one may become dis
gusted. As one makes progress in Kr�qa's service,
however, he will find it pleasing. This is indicated by
Kr�IJ.a in Bhagavad-gitii:

yat tad agre vi§am iva
paririime 'mrtopamam
tat sukham siittvikam proktam
iitma-buddhi-prasiida-jam
"That which in the beginning may be just like poison,
but at the end is like nectar, and which awakens one
to

self-realization, is said to be happiness in the mode

of goodness." (Bg. 18.37)
Once one has attained the spiritual platform, it is
material service that actually becomes disgusting.
For example, if one chants Hare Kr�qa throughout
his life, he will not grow tired of the names, but if
one chants a material name over and over, he will
soon become disgusted., The more one chants the
names of Kr�qa, the more he becomes attached.
Thus service by sravm;zam and kirtanam, hearing and
chanting about Kr�qa, is the beginning. The next
process is smarar am

-

always remembering Kr�qa.

When one is perfect in chanting and hearing, he will
always remember Kr�qa. In this third stage, he be
comes the greatest yogi.
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Nor is progress in Kr�qa consciousness ever lost.

In the material world, if one begins to construct a
factory but does not complete it, the factory is use

less for all intents and purposes. If the construction

is stopped and the building half finished, whatever

money is invested is lost. This is not the case with

Kr�qa consciousness, for even if one does not come

to the perfectional point, whatever work he does is

his permanent asset, and he can begin from that

point in his next life. Kr�qa also confirms in Bhagavad

gitii that one who begins Kr�qa consciousness cannot

lose anything:

nehabhikrama-naso 'sti
pratyavayo na vidyate
svalpam apy asya dharmasya
trayate mahato bhayat

"In this endeavor there is no loss or diminution, and

a little advancement on this path can protect one
from the most dangerous type of fear." (Bg.
In the

Sixth

2.40)

Chapter of Bhagavad-gzta,

when

Arjuna asks about the fate of the unsuccessful yogi,
Sri Kt�l]a replies:

partha naiveha namutra
vinasas tasya vidyate
na hi kalyarw-krt kascid
durgatirh tata gacchati

"Son of Prtha, a transcendentalist engaged in auspi

cious activities does not meet with destruction either
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in this world or in the spiritual world; one who does
good, My friend, is never overcome by evil." (Bg.6.40)
The Lord then indicates that the unsuccessful

yogi: takes up his practice of Kr�r:ta consciousness in
the next life, beginning from the point where he left
off. In other words, if one has finished fifty percent
of the process in one life, in the next life he begins at
fifty-one percent. Whatever material assets we accu
mulate in our life, however, are all annihilated at
death, for we cannot take material opulence with us.
However, one should not think that he will do
well to wait for the next life to attain Kr�r:ta con
sciousness. We should try to fulfill the mission of
J<.r,t;r:ta consciousness in this life. Kr�r:ta promises us
that one who becomes His devotee will come to
Him without fail:

manmanii bhava mad-bhakto
mad-yiifi miim namaskuru
miim eva�yasi satyam te
pratijiine priyo 'si me
"Always think of Me. Become My devotee. Worship
Me, and offer your homage unto Me. The result is
that you will come to Me without fail. I promise you
this, because you are My very dear friend." (Bg.
18.65)
When we think of coming to Kr�r:ta, we should not
think that we will be standing before a void or an
impersonal bright light. :Kr�r:ta, God, is a person, just
as

we are persons. Materially we can understand that

our father is a person, and that his father is also a
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peqson, and that his father's father is a person and so
on back to the supreme father, who must also be a
person. This is not very difficult to understand, and
it is noteworthy that God is called the supreme father '
not only in the Vedas but in the Bible, Koran, and
other scriptures. The Vediinta-siitra also confirms
that the Absolute Truth is the original father from
whom everything has taken birth or emanated. This
is also confirmed in the Vedas:

nityo nityiiniim cetanas cetaniiniim
eko bahuniim yo vidadhiiti kiimiin
"The Lord is the supreme eternal amongst all eternals
and the supreme living entity amongst all living enti
ties. He is maintaining all others." The desires and life
symptoms displayed by all living entities are simply
reflections of the desires and life symptoms of the
supreme father. In other words, our desires are born
because He has desires. Because we are part and
parcel of God, we have all the instincts of God in
minute quantity. The sex play and sex life which we
see in the material world is but the perverted reflec
tion of the love that is found in the spiritual world.
This world is material because God is forgotten here,
but once He is remembered the world immediately
becomes

spiritual.

In other words, the spiritual

world is that place where Krg1a is not forgotten.
That is also the definition of the spiritual world given
by Vedic literatures. We must therefore plan our
lives in such a way that it will not be possible for us
to forget Kr�t;�.a for

a

moment. In this way, by engag-
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ing in the service of Knn)a, we will therefore always
live in Vaikm;t�ha or Vrndavana, the abode of Kr�J)a.
At present, due to our polluted consciousness, we
are turning the world into a materialistic and hellish
place, and because we are ignorant of our constitu·
tional position, we have created innumerable prob
lems, just as in dreams we create so many problems.
But in actuality there are no problems. I may dream
that I am in a great storm, or that I am being pursued,
or that someone is taking my money, or that I am
being devoured by a tiger, but actually these are all
creations of my mind. Asango hy ayam puru�a iti

srutett. The Vedas say that the puru�a (the iitmii or
the soul) has no connection with all its dreamlike
material activities. Therefore we must engage in this
Kr�l)a consciousness process to awaken from this
dreaming condition.
Above all the fruitive laborers, speculators, and
mystic yogis are the bhaktas, or devotees of Kr�J)a. A

bhakta can be perfectly peaceful, whereas the others
:annot because everyone but the bhakta, one who
has pure love, has desire. A suddha-bhak ta is desire
less because he is simply happy serving K:r�J)a. He
does not know or even care whether Kr�l)a is God or
not; he just wants to lov(1 K:r�J)a. Nor is he concerned

with the fact that Kr�l)a is omnipotent or that He is
all-pervasive. In V rndavana, the cowherd boys and
the gopis did not know whether Kr�:t:ta was God or
not, but they simply loved Him. Although they were
not V edantists,

yogzs or karmzs, they were happy

because they were simple village girls and boys who
wanted to see K:r�Q.a. This is a very highly elevated
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position called saroopiidhi.:.vinirmuktam tat-paratvena
nirmalam, or the stage of purity in which one is
liberated from all material designations.
Although the yogis and jiiiini"s

understand

God,

they

are

not

are

aware

trying to
of their

illusory condition. Miiyii-sukhiiya bharam udvahat()
vimii,Phiin: They are fools because they are working
hard for illusory happiness. There is no question of

peace for them. The jniin"is or speculators, wanting

to get relief from the hard work of this material
world, reject this material world (brahma satyam

jagan-mithyii). Their position is a little higher than
that of the karmi"s because the karm"is have taken
this material world as everything. They say, "Here

we shall be happy," and their dharma, or religion,

consists of trying to make a peaceful atmosphere

within this material world. The fools do not know

that this has been tried for millions of years but

has never happened and never will happen. How

can peace in the material world be possible when
Kr�Q.a, the creator Himself, says that this place is

meant for trouble and miseries?

iibrahma-bhuvanallokii(l,
punar avartino 'rjuna
miim upetya tu kaunteya
punar janma na vidyate
"From the highest planet in the material world down

to the lowest, all are places of misery wherein
repeated birth and death take place." (Bg. 8.16)

·
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Dul}khalayam asasvatam: not only is this world full

of suffering, but it is also temporary. One cannot
simply agree to go ahead suffering the three-fold
miseries and stay here. Even that will not be allowed.
In this world, he will not only be punished while
staying here, but he will also be kicked out at the
end. One may accumulate a large bank balance or·
an expensive home, a wife, children, and so many
amenities, and he may think, "I am living very
peacefully," but at any day he may be told, "Please
get out."
"Why?" he will ask. "It is my house, and it is paid
for. I have money and a job and responsibilities.
Why should I get out?"
"Just get out. Don't talk. Get out."
On that day a man sees God. "Oh, I did not
believe in God," he may think. "But now here is
God finishing off everything." Thus it is said that
the demoniac recognize Kr�va as death, for it is at
that time that He takes everything away from them.
Why do we want to see God as death? When the
demon Hiravyakasipu saw KwJ.a, he saw Him as
death personified, but the devotee, Prahlada, saw
Him in His personal form as his beloved Lord. Those
who challenge God will see Him in His ghastly
aspect, but those who are devoted to Him will see
Him in His personal form. In any case, everyone will
ultimately see God.

A person who is honest can always see Kr�va
everywhere. Kr�va says, "Try to understand Me. Try
to see Me everywhere." By way of facilitating this
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method, the Lord says,

raso 'ham apsu kaunteya:

"I am the taste of water." When we are thirsty and
need a glass of water, we can drink ·it and feel
happy, understanding that the power of water to
quench our thirst is Kr�J.la. Similarly, as soon as
there is sunrise or moonshine, we can see Kr�t;ta, for
He says,

prabhiismi sasi-siiryayof.t: "I

am the sun and

moon." At a further stage we can see Kr�Qa as the
life

force

within everything,

as He indicates in

Bhagavad-gitii:
purtyo gandhaf.t prthivyiirh ca
tejas ciismi vibhiivasau
jivanarh sarva-bhiite�u
tapas ciismi tapasvi�u
"I am the original fragrance of the earth, and I am
the light in fire. I am the life of all that lives, and I
am the penances of all ascetics." (Bg. 7. 9)
Once we understand that all things are dependent
upon Kr�Qa for their existence, there is no possibility
of His ever becoming lost to us. In

Bhagavad-gitii

the

Lord indicates that all things abide in Him in both
their beginning and in their end and also in the
interim state:

etad yoni:ni bhiitiini
sarviirti:ty upadhiiraya
aharh krtsnasya jagataf.t
prabhavaf.t pralayas tathii
mattaf.t paratararh niinyat
kincid asti dhananjaya

�.....___
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mayi sarvam idarh protarh
sutre marti-gartii iva
"Of all that is material and all that is spiritual in
this world, know for certain that I am both its
origin

and

dissolution.

0

conquerer

of wealth

(Arjuna), there is no truth superior to Me. Every·
thing rests upon Me, as pearls on a thread."
(Bg. 7.6,7)
Kr�':la is easily visible, but He is only visible to
those who are devoted to Him. For those who are
envious, foolish or unintelligent, He obscures Himself
with His veil of miiyii:

niiharh prakiisa� sarvasya
yoga-miiyii-samiivrta�
mut;l.ho 'yam niibhijiiniiti
loko miim ajam avyayam
"I am never manifest to the foolish and unintelligent.
For them I am covered by

My eternal creative

potency (miiyii); thus the deluded world knows Me
not, who am unborn and infallible." (Bg. 7.25)
This eternal creative potency, or yoga-miiyii, which
obscures Krg1a to the unintelligent, is dissolved by
love. This is the verdict of Brahma-sarhhitii:

premiiiij ana-cchurita-bhak ti-vilocanena
santa� sadaiva hrdaye�u vilokayanti
"One who has developed love for Kr�':la can see Him
within his heart twenty-four hours a day ."
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Those who thus see Kr�J]a are not anxious because·
they know where they are going at death. One who
has taken the gift of Kr�J]a consciousness knows
that he will not have to return to this material world
to take another body but that he will go to Kr�J]a.
It is not possible to go to Kr�J]a unless one attains a
body like Kr�J]a's, a sac-cid-ananda-vigraha body, a
body full of eternity, knowledge and bliss. One
cannot enter into fire and not perish unless he himself
"'

becomes fire, and similarly one cannot enter into
the spiritual realm in a body that is not spiritual. In
a spiritual body one can dance with Kr�J]a in the

rasa dance like the gop"is and the cowherd boys.
This is not an ordinary dance, but the dance of
eternity,

in

Personality
become

of

the

association

Godhead.

purified

in

of

the

Only those

their

love

for

Supreme
who have
Kr�va can

participate in it. One therefore should not take this
process of Kr�J]a consciousness as something cheap,
but as a ...-matchless gift bestowed upon suffering
humanity by the Lord Himself. Simply by engaging
in this process, all the anxieties and fears of one's
life, which in actuality revolve about the fear of
death, are allayed.
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GLOSSARY
AdhTra-one who is not sober and is always disturbed.
A dhok�aja-not approachable or understandable by
the material mind and senses; a name for Kr��a.
Adi-puru�a-Krf?�a, the Supreme Primeval Person.
A ham brahmiismi- "I am pure spirit soul."
Avidyii-ignorance, lack of knowledge.
Bhagavad-g1tii-the scripture that records Lord Kr!?�a 's
eternal instructions to His friend Arjuna on the
Battlefield of Kuruk�etra.
Bhaktas-devotees of Kr��a.
Bhakti-yoga-devotional service to the Supreme Lord.
Brahma-bhuta�-the stage of liberation in which one
realizes the Supreme Brahman and becomes free from
hankering and lamentation.
Brahmaciifi-a celibate student.
Brahmacarya-complete celibacy, the first principle
of austerity.
Brahman-the
Krf?�a.

Briihmar;w-a

all-pervading impersonal
liberal,

broad-minded

aspect

of

person who

knows the Absolute Truth.
Dhzra-one who is sober or undisturbed in spite of
provocation.
Gop"ls-the spiritual cowherd girl friends of Kr�':la·
Grhasthas-Kr!?�a conscious householders.
Guru-spiritual master.
]iiiina-knowledge.
]iiiina-vairiigyam-that knowledge by which one be
comes detached from material allurement.
]fiiinTs-mental speculators.
Karma -any material action which will incur a sub
sequent reaction.
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Karma-bandhana�-work which binds one to this

material world.

KarmT-one who works to enjoy the fruits of his
labor.

Kevala bhak ti-pure unalloyed devotional service

in which there is no desire but to please Kw.ta.

Krrtanam-glorification'of Kr�J].a.

KrpaiJa-a miserly man who does not use his human
life for self-realization.

Kr�I].aloka-the eternal planet of Lord Kr�l).a in the
spiritual sky.

Mahii-mantra-the great chanting for deliverance:

Hare Kr�l).a, Hare Kr�l).a, Kr�l).a Kr�l).a, Hare Hare/

Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare.

Mahatmas-great souls.

Manu-sarhhifii-the Vedic lawbook for mankind.

Maya-the illusory energy which causes the soul to
forget God.

Mukti-liberation.

Parampara-disciplic succession, the process of hear

ing from Kr�I].a or His representatives and repeating

exactly what they have said.-

Prasiida-spiritual food which has been offered to
Kr�l).a.
��is-great learned scholars and devotees.

Sac-cid-ananda-vigraha-spiritual form full of eterni
ty, knowledge and bliss.

Samadhi-trance, absorption in God consciousness.

Sannyasa-the renounced order of life, free from
family relationships.

Sastras-revealed scriptures.

SmaraiJam-always remembering Kr�l).a.
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Srava{lam-hearing from an authorized source.

Srzmad-Bhagavatam-the

Vedic

scripture

which

specifically describes the pastimes of Lord K.r�r;ta
and His devotees.

Tapa$vi-one who performs austerities.

Tapasya-austerity.

Tyaga-renunciation of the material world.

V aikuf!thas-the eternal planets of the spiritual sky.

V ai�t;1ava-a devotee of the Supreme Lord, Kr�f!a.

Vlisudeva-paraya{lii�-those who are devoted to Lord

Kr�l!a (Vasudeva).

Vimuqhas-materialistic persons who have unneces

sarily burdened themselves for temporary happiness.

Vrndavana-the site of Kr�l!a's pastimes when He

appeared on earth 5,000 years ago.

Yapia-sacrifice, work done for Kr�I.la.

Yoga-the process of linking with the Supreme Lord.

Yogamaya-the eternal creative potency of l<.r�J}a

which obscures Him to the unintelligent.
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INDEX
Absolute Truth
humans must be educated to
understand,54
Kr�l].a consciousness con
cerned with, 63
See also Kr�l].a
America
self-indulgence as way of life
in,52
Animals
as parts of supreme whole,
87
distinction between humans
and,27-28
do not need education to
eat, etc., 34
God realization not possible
for,69
killing of as serious as killing
humans,31
materialists compared to, 4
modern education preparing
men to be, 41-42
no restrictions for,53
one is food for another, 35
Arjuna
agreed to execute Kr�!].a's or
der,24
Kr�!].a's final instructions to,
68
Kr�l].a
imparted spiritual
knowledge to,5
Atheists
deny God due to sinful ac
tivities,25
Atonement
different types of, 26
liberation not achieved by,
49
necessitates thoughtfulness,
sobriety and meditation,
57-58
performed in knowledge,5051
required for sinful activities,

25-26,31, 40-41, 44
sinning again after,44-46,49
Austerity
Kr�l].a consciousness based
on, 9-10
no one completely purified
by,82
principles of,53-55
sins liquidated by,66
See aLw Tapasya
Authority
acceptance of,6-8
forced on all by material na
ture,ll
Kr�l].a as best and ultimate,
ll

Ayur Veda
on composition of material
body,42
Bhagavad-gita
a perfect book of knowl
edge, 1 0
a principal book o f knowl
edge, 6
hearing .Kf�pa's glories from,
ll

on becoming free from birth,
29
on brahma-bhuta� stage of
liberation, 86-87
on charity, 56
on divisions of human so
ciety, 63-64
on fate of unsuccessful yogis,
90-91
on happiness in mode of
goodness,89
on immortality of soul, 2627
on Kr�l].a as seed-giving fa
ther, 32
on Kr�l].a in everyone's heart,
24

on law of karma, 81-82
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on lowest of mankind, 76
on offering food to Kr�Q-a,
35-36
on personal surrender to
Kr�Q-a, 77
on rareness of devotional
service, 69
on rareness of great souls, 75
on reaching supreme destina
tion, 17
on real renunciation, 62
on returning to Kr�Q-a in this
life, 91
on seeing Kr�Q-a everywhere,
96-97
on total dependence on
Kr�Q-a, 68
on transcending modes of
nature, 46-47
on twenty-four hour a day
devotional service, 88
peace formula clearly given
in, 38-39
quoted, 2, 3, 8-9, ll
spiritual knowledge given by
Kr�Q-a in, 5
Bhaktivinoda Thiikura
executed devotional service
in family life, 18
Bhakti-yoga
See Devotional service
Bible
atonement for sins in, 26
God called supreme father
in, 92
See also Scriptures
Blasphemy
of devotees a great offense,
14
Body, material
as result of sinful activities,
82
becomes useless in time, 34
components of, 42, 43

Index

gotten according to karma,
33,44
liberation as knowing oneself
separate from, 85
one in knowledge doesn't
see, 58
soul as proprietor of, 5
Body, spiritual
dancing with Kr�Q-a in, 98
how to prepare, 29
Brahma
accepts Kr�Q-a as supreme
controller, 7
as spiritual master of Narada,
7
Brahmacarya (celibate student
life)
principles of defined, 54-55
Briihmanas
presc�ibe atonement for sins,
26
qualifications of, 63-64
Brahma-samhitii
on greatness of God, 84
on seeing Kr�Q-a always, 97
spiritual world described in,
15
Gaitanya-caritiimrta
Kr�Q-a compared to sun in, 80
Caitanya Mahiiprabhu
as chief exponent of Kr!'ra
consciousness in this age,
15-16
Kr�Q-a consciousness by His
mercy, 69
on seed of devotional service,
66-67
six Gosvamis His chief dis
ciples, 21
Vasudeva Datta His associ
ate, 40
CaQ-akya PaQ-<,lita
on real teacher, 70-7l

Index

Celibacy
defined, 54-55
Chanting
,
discussed by Sukadeva and
Parik�it, 13
perfection of life achieved
by, 10, II
See also Hare Krg1a mantra
Charity
in three modes of nature, 56
Kr�Q.a asks for, 56
making best use of, 59-60
Christianity
teaches man's relationship
with God, 70
Civilization, modern
doesn't understand control
of Kr�Q.a, 4
for temporary happiness on
ly, 17
in dire need of God con
sciousness, 88
need of proper education in,
27
operates on animal propen
sities, 69
Civilization, Vedic
saintly kings in, 9
teaches tapasya, 52
to free one from material
life, 18
Death
demons recognize God as,
95
devotees know destination
after, 98
material world as place of,
94
need for instructions on life
after, 27
no one can protect himself
from, 28-29
one should atone for sins
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before, 41
Devotees
always compassionate for
others' distress, 14, 40
by offering food to Kr�Q.a
we become, 60
do not eat meat, 35-36
engaged always in Kr�pa's
service, 7l
formerly kings were, 9
freed from all sins, 77
go to Kr�Q.a without fail, 91
know destination after death,
98
Kr�Q.a visible only to, 97
manifest all good qualities,
87-88
neither hanker nor lament,
44
see God in His personal form,
95
simply happy serving Kr�Q.a,
93
their mission to save sinful
men, 16-17
See also Vai�Q.avas
Devotional service
attained by mercy of pure
devotee, 78
can solve real problems of
life, 73
executed in family life, 1819
executed morning to night,
88
executed with no anxiety,
18
leads to highest knowledge,
74-75
must be rendered with love,
89
nine processes of, 88-89
only fortunate take to, 7l
perfection of life by, 79
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receiving seed of, 66-67
sins negated by,82
transcending modes of nature by, 46-4 7
See also Kr�Qa consciousness
Dhruva Maharaja
executed devotional service
in family life, 18-19
his history, 9
took to devotional service
for material profit, 67
we cannot imitate, 10
Disciplic succession
knowledge received through,
8-9
See also Spiritual master
Disease
no scientific solution for,28
sinful activities compared to,
26
Education
defective in modern civiliza
tion,27
for sense gratification only,
81
improvement of, 35
nonewithoutspiritual knowl
edge, 34,73
preparing men to become
animals, 41-42
Energy
material works under Kr�Qa's
control, 2-4
of Kr�Qa sustains everything,
36
properly used when directed
to Kr�Qa, 55
Family life
devotional service executed
in, 18-19
God
See Kr�Qa

Index

Gopala Bhatta Gosvaml
as one of Lord Caitanya's
chief disciples,21
Gop"is
Gosvami:s always absorbed
in mood of, 21
Gosvamis, six
as chief disciples of Lord
Caitanya, 21
Happiness
comes automatically in de
votional service, 67-68
in mode of goodness, 89
modern civilization for tem
porary, 17
not obtained by imitating
God, 76
of knowing oneself to be
Brahman, 44
working hard for illusory, 94
Hare Kr�Qa mantra
cleanses dust from mind, 8081
one never grows tired of,89
Vai�J}ava bestows gift of, 88
Hare Kr�Qa movement
See Kr�J}a consciousness
Haridasa Thakura
as example of undisturbed
man, 65-66
Hell
devotee willing to go, 17
Hiral}yakasipu
killed by Lord Nrsimhadeva,
28
saw Kr�Qa as death personi
fied, 95
Human beings
duty of, 70
milk intended for, 59
must be educated to know
Absolute Truth, 54
problems created by, 72

Index

restriction is for, 53
sinful sent to hellish planets,
14
See also Human life
Human life
for knowledge and detach
ment, 75
meant for asking about prob
lems of life, 27-28,50, 57
meant for austerity, 51
meant for victory over laws
of nature, 34
meant for tapasya, 54
See also Human beings
Indians
automatically taught
ya, 52
-

tapas

examples of severe austerities among, 51-52

!Sopani�ad

on completeness of K�J;Ja,
72-73
on proprietorship of Kr�J;Ja,
58-59
Jesus Christ
aggrieved by miserable con
ditions of people, 14
died for our sins, 40
Jiva Gosvami
as one of Lord Caitanya's
chief disciples, 21
Jiian!s (speculators)
reject material world, 94
Kali, age of
people unfortunate in, 15
Kalidasa PaJ;JI;iita
gives example of sober man,
65
Karma, law of
binds one, 81-82
described, 25-26
See also Work

lll
Karm!s

(fruitive workers)
take material world as every
thing, 94
their problems never solved,
51
try to enjoy this world, 61
Killing
animals same as killing hu
mans, 31-32
Kings
knowledge passed down by
saintly, 9
Knowledge
as realization of spirit soul,
43
austerity necessary for, 52,
58
Bhagavad-gltii as principal
book of, 6
comes from Kr�J;Ja, 24
devotional service leads to,
74-75
difference between man's
and animal's, 4-5
human life meant for, 54
liberation through, 86
miseries due to lack of, 4950
perfect, 85
real atonement performed
in, 50-51
See also Knowledge, spiritual
Knowledge, spiritual
from
perfect books of
knowledge, 10
imparted in Bhagavad-gitii, 5
no real education without,
34
received in disciplic succes
sion, 8-9
through Kr�J]a, 1-ll

Koran

God called supreme father
in, 92
teaches man's relationship

Index
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with God, 70
See also Scriptures
Krsna
��cepted as God by Vedic
authorities, 6-9
as best and ultimate author·
ity, ll
as center of all creation, 85
as death personified, 95
as our eternal well-wisher, ll
as perfect person, 6,91-92
as supreme controller, 7
as supreme enjoyer, 85
as supreme eternal, 39
as supreme father, 32, 37,
·

38,87

as Supreme Personality of
Godhead, 2,6-7,77
as supreme proprietor, 56,

86

as the supreme witness,

23-

24

beyond our sensual range, 10
by grace of spiritual master
one gets, 78
compared to sun, 78,80
His body full of eternity,
knowledge and bliss, 98
His energy sustains every
thing, 36
how to see Him everywhere,

95-97

imparted spiritual knowl
edge to Arjuna, 5
is behind cosmic manifesta

tion, 3,6
is perfect and complete, 73
living beings as parts and
parcels of, 2, 32, 37, 38,

84,92

necessity of bowing down
before, 20-21
never tolerates offenses to
devotees, 14
not an ordinary man, 77

realized through ears and
tongue, 10
reveals Himself in heart of
devotee, 88
rises like thousands of suns;

66

treats us like small children,

62

understood

10-ll

by

surrender,

visible only to devotees, 97
Kr�qa consciousness
aim of defined, 1-2
allows one to make friends
with Kr�qa, 37
anyone can adopt, 10
as goal of real education, 7�
as real solution to problems
of life, 28-29
based on austerity, 9-10
bestowed on disciple by pure
devotee, 15
compared to big hammer,

79-80

concerned with Absolute
Truth, 63
executed in family life, 18-

19

exemplified by Arjuna, 24
guarantees reaching supreme
destination, 17
ideas to be studied in, 57-58
learning steadiness in, 61-

68

Lord Caitanya as chief expo
nent of, 15,69
meant for fortunate, 67
one's spiritual nature in
voked by, 46
peace only through, 80
phi�osophy elaborated in
Srimad-Bhiigavatam, 13
Prahlada describes art of re
maining in, 19-20
progress never lost in, 90

Index
to awaken mankind to nor
mal condition, 4,93
world accepted as real but
temporary in, 83
See also Devotional service
Krsnaloka
- d�scribed in Brahma-sam
hitii, 15
how to go to, 29
See also World, spiritual
Laws of nature
affect only those who iden
tify with body, 44
human life meant for victory
over, 34
living beings eat other living
beings by, 59
one cannot save himself
from, 23,31-32
stronger exploits weaker by,
35
Liberation
as knowing oneself as separate from body, 85
by knowledge, 86
means serving, 88
not achieved by atonement,
49
Mayavadls and saints anxious
for their own, 16-17,1920
Living Beings
afflicted by madness in ma
terial world, 1
as parts and parcels of Kr�qa,
2,32,37,38,76,84,92
as subordinate eternals, 39
eat other living beings, 59
8,400,000 species of, 15
in different bodies, 32
moving and nonmoving, 3-4
rewarded and punished according to work, 33
transmigration of, 15,33-34,
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55,75
who want to become God,
83-84
See also Soul
Love
begins with give and take,
36-37
devotional service rendered
in, 47,89
ground for universal, 38
learning to, 31-47
veil of miiyii dissolved by,
97
Mahii-mantra
perfection of life by chant
ing, 10
See also Hare Kr�qa mantra
Maha-Visnu
exhal�� and inhales uni

verses, 77
Manu-samhitii
sanctions life for life, 31
Materialists
compared to animals, 4
considered haunted, 1
Material nature
forces authority on all, ll
living beings impregnated
in, 32
See also World, material
Miiyii (illusion)
false independence as, ll
Kr�qa obscures Himself with
veil of, 97
last snare of, 86
material scientists haunted
by,1
Mayavadi philosophers
anxious for their personal
salvation, 16-17
Meditation
defined, 5
Mercy
Vai�I;Java as ocean of, 88
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Mind
living beings struggling with,
2
sins committed by, 22-23
Miseries
due to lack of knowledge,
49-50
God conscious person not
subject to, 87
material world meant for, 94
Modes of nature
charity in, 56
habits formed by association
with, 46
people maddened by, 4
See also Material nature;
World, material
Narada
accepts J<r�qa as God, 7
as spiritual master of Dhruva
Maharaja, 9
as Vyasadeva's spiritual mas
ter, 7
Nrsimhadeva, Lord
killed Hiral}yakasipu, 28
Prahlada's prayer to, 16-17

Padma Puriina
.

estimates 8,400,000 species
of life, 15
Par�it Maharaja
anxious to save fallen souls,
40
as Vai�l}ava devotee, 14
discussed
chanting
holy
names, 13
his Vai�l}ava compassion, 21
on sinning after atonement,
44-45, 49
Pastimes of J<r�qa
constant glorifjcation of, 19
described in Srimad-Bhiiga
vatam, 13

Index

Peace
formula given in Bhagavad
gitii, 38-39
impossible in material world,
94
only through Kr�qa con
sciousness, 80
Penance
prescribed in Bible, 26
See also Atonement; Aus
terity; Tapasya
Planetary system�
explained in Srimad-Bhiiga
vatam, 13-14
heavenly and hellish, 13-14,
15
Prahlada Maharaja
describes art of remaining
in J<r�qa consciousness,
19-20
executed devotional service
in family life, 18-19
his mission, 17
his prayer to Lord Nrsimha
deva, 16-17
saw J<r�qa as b.eloved Lord,
95

Prasiidam
as food offered to J<r�qa, 9,
10
Prayers
of Prahlada to Lord Nrsim
hadeva, 16-17
Raghunatha Bhatta Gosvami
as chief disciple of Lord
Caitanya, 21
Raghunatha Dasa Gosvaml
as chief disciple of Lord
Caitanya, 21
Religion
sober man knows principles
of, 65-66
superior and inferior ap-

Index
proaches to,71-72
See also Devotional service
Rupa Gosviimi
as chief disciple of Lord
Caitanya,21
Salvation
See Liberation
Saniitana Gosviimi
as chief disciple of Lord
Caitanya,21
Sannyiisis
fall down to welfare work,
83
Scientists
claim they will stop death,
28
engaged in animal technolo
gy,4
haunted by illusion, 1
postulate theories of crea
tion,6
Scriptures
all forbid killing,45
all Vedic prescribe vegetari
anism,59
atonement described in,2526,44-45
describe heavenly and hellish
planets,13
give dimension of spirit soul,
32-33
on illusion of living beings,
43
prescribe atonement for sins,
31
scrutinizingly studied by six
Gosviimis, 21
See also Biblej Koran; Bha
gavad-gitiii Srimad-Bhiiga
vatam; Vedas
to develop love of God ,71
Sense gratification
educational systems for,81

ll5
fallen people work hard for,
20
work for entangles one, 82
Senses
living beings struggling with,
2
one can't imagine soul with,
84
tongue most difficult to con
trol,10

Sex
as pivot of material attrac
tion,58
in spiritual world, 9�
restriction of in spiritual
life,9, 53,54-55
Sins
all problems created by,7374
atheists deny God due to
25
atonement for, 25-26, 31,
40-41,44
cancelled by surrender to
K{�qa,77
Jesus Christ died for our,40
everyone responsible for his
own,40
in material life we are forced
to commit,51
liquidated by austerity, 66
negated by devotional ser
vice,82
various ways of committing,
22-23
Siva, Lord
as example of undisturbed
man,65
Soul
as proprietor of material
body,5
cannot be seen by micro
scope,5
dimensions of,32-33
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has no connection with
material activities, 93
immortality of, 26-27
in diseased condition, 26-27
knowledge as realization of,
43

smaller than atom, 84
takes body according to
work, 33
transmigration of, 55
See also Living Beings
Spiritual Master
devotional service by mercy
of, 77-78
seed of devotional service
received from, 66-67
See also Devotees
Sridhara Svami
as 9riginal commentator on
,
Snmad-Bhiigavatam, 79
Slimad-Bhiigavatam
111,11

as perfect book of knowl
edge, 10
describes men who are like
asses and cows, 42
describes one living being as
food for another, 35
describes people in age of
Kali, 15
hearing Kr�J;Ja's glories from,
II

on knowledge and libera
tion, 85-86
on real atonement, 57
planetary systems explained
in, 13-14
grescribes austerity, 51
Sridhara Svami as original
commentator on, 79
Srinivasa Acarya
his description of six Go
svamis, 21
Sukadeva Gosvami
discussed chanting holy
names, 13

recommends atonement for
sins, 40-41,44
recommends tapasya, 51
Supreme Lord
See Krsna
Surrend�� to Krsna
brings freedo"�· from fear, 87
clears path to kingdom of
God, 20-21
Kf�J;Ja understood by, lO-ll
Tapasya (austerity)

human life meant for, 51, 54
required for advancement of
knowledge, 52, 58
severe examples of, 51-52
Ten Commandments
forbid all killing, 32
Transmigration
in material world, 15
of soul, 33-34, 55, 75
United Nations
cannot stop war, 49-50
can't solve real problems, 73
Universes
Maha-Vi�J;JU exhales and in
hales, 77
planetary systems within,
13-14

Universities
ignore real problems of life,
4-6
See also Education

Vai�J;Javas (devotees)
always compassionate for
others' distress, 14,21
as oceans of mercy, 88
do not eat meat, 35-36
emphasize surrender to
Kf�J;Ja, 20-21
their mission to save sinful
men, 16-17,40

Index
willing to go to hell,17
See also Devotees
Vamana
as incarnation of Kr�Q.a,56
Vasudeva Datta
as
associate
of
Lord
Caitanya,40
Vediinta-siitra
confirms Absolute Truth is
original father,92
Ve das
God called supreme father
in, 92
Kr�Q.a accepted as God in,
6-7
Kr�Q.a consciousness based
on,80
on animal technology,4
on Krsna as maintainer of
all,'72
on regulated life of tapasya,
54
teach
man's relationship
with God,70
Vyasadeya as author of,7
See also Srimad-Bhiigavatam,
Bhagavad-gt1ii, Scriptures
Vegetarianism
not important in itself,36
one in knowledge naturally
takes to,58
prescribed in all Vedic scrip
tures,59
Vimiidhas
de;cribed,18
Vi9Q.U
work done as sacrifice for,
41,82
See also Kr�Q.a
Visvamitra Muni
falldown of,82-83
Vrndavana
. attitude of residents of, 9394
Vyasadeva

ll7
accepts Kr�Q.a �s God,7
as author of Sn-mad-Bhiiga
vatam, 13
as author of Vedas, 7
Work
binds one to material world,
41
done as sacrifice for Vi�Q.u,
41,82
of a briihmana, 64
soul takes body according
to,33
See also karma, laws of
World,material
as great machine,3,6
controlled by external ener
gy of Kr�Q.a,2
creation of artificial com
forts in,18
devotees don't return to,98
equipped as complete whole,
73
fruitive workers try to enjoy,
61
God forgotten in,92
living beings afflicted by
madness in,1
living beings transmigrating
in,15
rejected by mental specula
tors,94
work binds one to,41,82
See also Material nature,
Modes of nature
World,spiritual
described in Brahma-sam
hitii, 15
full of desire trees,14-15
Kr�IJ.a remembered in,92

Yoga
based on regulation and con
trol,64
See also Devotional service
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fate of unsuccessful, 90-91
greatest of, 89
not completely purified by
austerities, 82
unaware of their illusory
condition, 94
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